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STUDY AREA
REGIONAL CONTEXT
The Town of Red Hook is located in the northwest corner 
of Dutchess County and covers just over 40 square miles. 
Red Hook is within the Hudson River Valley, and this Valley 
is one of just 49 regions throughout the United States 
to be federally acknowledged as a National Heritage 
Area. This enables collaboration between residents, 
government agencies, and other organizations to preserve 
the environmental, cultural character, and charm of the 
municipalities within the Hudson River Valley1. The Town of 
Red Hook falls within the Upper Hudson region of the 
Hudson River Valley. 

LOCAL CONTEXT
The Town of Red Hook Base Map identifies (pg 7) significant 
features throughout town. 

The two main villages, the Village of Red Hook and the 
Village of Tivoli, act as central hubs within the Town, and 
offer residents and visitors a variety of different shops, 
restaurants, and amenities. Hardscrabble Plaza, located just 
south of the Village of Red Hook, is considered an emerging 
center within the Town of Red Hook.

The Village of Red Hook is split by New York State Route 
9, which is a main thoroughfare that runs along the eastern 
side of New York State connection New York City to the 
Canadian border. New York State Route 199 also runs 
through the Village of Red Hook, enabling motorists to 
travel east and west across Dutchess County. New York 
State Route 9G provides additional north-south access 
through the town between Poughkeepsie and Hudson. 

The Tivoli Bays , located within the Town of Red Hook, 
are part of the state park system and occupies more than 
1,700 acres as well as two miles of the Hudson River bank2. 
In addition to Tivoli Bays, the Recreation Park, Abraham’s 
Park, Poet’s Walk Park, and Mill Road Soccer Fields also 
provide open greenspaces for residents and visitors.

Just south of the Tivoli Bays is Bard College, a liberal arts 
and sciences institution that caters to approximately 2,000 

1 Hudson River Valley National Heritage Area. (2012). About Us.
2 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. (2015). 
Tivoli Bays.
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undergraduate students. Bard covers over 500 acres of 
land and is located in the hamlet of Annandale.3

The Unification Theological Seminary (UTS) sits on 250 
acres of land. The total enrollment for this Seminary is just 
under 150 students.4 

3 Bard College. (2015).
4 Unification Theological Seminary. (2015).
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Over the following years, the Trails Committee had a 
significant impact on the walking and bicycling community 
in the area. Many volunteers joined the Trails Committee 
for “Trail Clearing Days” to improve the conditions of 
existing trails in the Town, specifically in Tivoli Bays. In 1996, 
the committee worked to open the trails in Poet’s Walk 
Park to the public for recreational uses. In the same year, 
programs such as “Nobody’s Bikes” and “Women Walking 
with Friends” encouraged Red Hook residents to be more 
active in the existing walking and bicycling community.

The proven success of the Trails Committee prompted the 
Town Board to vote to make the Town of Red Hook a 
member of the New York Greenway Communities Council 
in November 1996. Consequently, the Trails Committee 
evolved into the Town Greenway Committee (Greenway 
Committee) and continued working towards the goals set 
forth by the Trails Committee.

As a member of the New York Greenway Communities 
Council, the Greenway Committee received financial 
resources to put additional plans into action. A joining 
bonus grant supplied by the Council allowed the Villages 
of Red Hook and Tivoli to create an inter-municipal Open 
Space Plan. Additional funding from the State enabled the 
Greenway Committee to tackle larger trail and active 
transportation projects.

The funding provided the opportunity to hire a consulting 
firm to conduct a Trails Feasibility Study. This feasibility study 
surveyed the existing conditions of Red Hook’s trail system 
and made recommendations for future projects to create a 
comprehensive trails system. 

Today, the Greenway Committee consists of seven 
members and one of its main goals is to

“Develop trails in natural settings for use as a resource to 
promote wellness, enhance the quality of life, and to fight 
childhood and adult obesity” 7

7 Town of Red Hook. 2015. Greenway & Trails.

HISTORY AND TRAIL 
PLAN SUMMARIES
GREENWAY AND TRAILS COMMITTEE 
HISTORY5

Red Hook has a long history of planning greenways and 
trails for bicyclists and pedestrians. Local enthusiasm 
for improved biking and walking conditions in the Town 
led to the formation of an official Red Hook Town Trails 
Committee (Trails Committee) in 1994.

The main goal of the Trails Committee was to create a 
trail system designed to enable pedestrians and bicyclists 
to easily and safely access key destinations throughout 
Red Hook. This goal is consistent with the 1990 Town 
Comprehensive Plan which states:

     “The Town should provide...a local network of sidewalks, 
paths, and multi-use trails for day-to-day pedestrian movements 
within and between developed areas of the community.”6

5 Ruth Oja. (2006). The Town of Red Hook Greebway and Trails Com-
mittee: A History, 1990 - 2006.
6 Town of Red Hook. 1990. Town of Red Hook Comprehensive Plan.

Poet’s Walk - Pavilion
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• determine the availability of the land proposed for the 
trail system; to identify barriers to development; and to 
propose alternatives

• stimulate community involvement and support for the 
trail system; to assess its uses and project trail utilization 
by segment

• recommend and justify priorities for trail development 
by segment

• outline actions that can be initiated quickly to maintain 
community momentum and support

Community involvement was essential during this study. 
Input from community meetings and a survey, as well as 
the expertise gathered from the Greenway Committee, 
drove the final recommendations of the study. The needs 
of the community resulted in five goals for a town-wide 
trails system (indicated in text box on the next page). 

Overall, the study concluded that the Town of Red Hook 
had an opportunity to develop a trail system to meet all the 
outlined goals. Continuous support from the community 
and town officials would help advance the Feasibility 
Study’s recommendations into action.

PDCTC BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN PLAN 
(1996)8

In 1996, the Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County Transportation 
Council (PDCTC) finalized a Bike and Pedestrian plan for 
the region. This was in response to a recommendation 
listed in the Transportation Plan adopted by the PDCTC 
in 1994, which called for an additional plan to address 
bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements. This Bicycle 
and Pedestrian Plan (BPP) identified issues, recommended 
actions to be taken, and identified projects to implement 
that will improve bicycling and walking conditions for 
residents and visitors.

The BPP illustrated general design guidelines and best-
practices regarding pedestrian and bicycling facilities such as 
sidewalks, crosswalks, walkways, bike lanes, and shoulders. 
In addition to general design guidance, the BPP also 
made recommendations that are specific to municipalities 
throughout the Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County region. 
Examples of funding and implementation mechanisms are 
included to assist cities and towns with future projects. 

 The PDCTC intended for municipalities to use the plan as 
a guide for active transportation project development and 
as a reference for organizations that are looking to create 
their own bicycling and pedestrian plan.

The BPP recommended that municipalities utilize the “4Es” 
approach to implement projects and improve walking and 
bicycling facilities; encouragement, education, enforcement, 
and engineering. These four steps, in conjunction with the 
design guidelines set forth in the BPP, aim to help cities 
and towns improve bicycling and walking conditions so that 
they can become primary modes for transportation for 
residents and visitors of Dutchess County.

RED HOOK TRAILS FEASIBILITY STUDY 
(1998)9

The Greenway Committee hired the consulting firm 
impACT to conduct a feasibility study. The goals of this 
study were to:

• examine the feasibility of locating trails and bike paths 
along proposed routes

8 Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County Transportation Council. (1996). 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
9 impACT, LLC. (1998). Trails Feasibility Study.
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BARD ARBORETUM TRAILS 
REHABILITATION PROGRAM (2010)10

The Friends of the Landscape and Arboretum Program at 
Bard College applied for funding in 2010 to rehabilitate 
approximately one mile of the damaged trail network. 
These trails are open to the public and are owned and 
operated by Bard College. 

The main goal of the program is to create a safe and 
enjoyable historic trail network that is appropriate for a 
diverse use of activities, such as hiking, jogging, bicycling, 
mountain biking, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing. 
The public will be able to access the trails and enjoy the 
improved conditions for different activities year-round. 
Moving forward, the project will focus on educating the 
public and spreading awareness of these unique historic 
trails in the Town of Red Hook.

More specifically, the application includes four main 
objectives to be completed during the project:

• Rehabilitate the eroded and damaged sections of the 
one mile stretch of trail that is located within the Bard 
Arboretum’s larger trail system that border the South 
Tivoli Bay and Hudson River.

• Build two trailhead kiosks with weatherproof holders 
for trail guides and maps. 

• Design and produce 3,000 trail guides and maps for 
distribution at the two proposed kiosks.

• Install 50 tree identification labels on culturally significant 
or historic trees along the trail. 

By completing these objectives, the Friends of the Landscape 
and Arboretum Program at Bard College will be able to 
achieve their stated goals, ultimately providing an innovative 
recreational trail corridor suitable for multi-season uses.

WALK BIKE DUTCHESS (2014)11

Walk Bike Dutchess, which was developed by the PDCTC 
in conjunction with its Bicycle-Pedestrian Advisory 
Committee, was adopted in 2014. This plan updates and 

10 Friends of the Landscape and Aboretum Program. (2011). Bard 
Arboretum Trail Rehabilitation Project Application.
11 Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County Transportation Council. (2014). 
Walk Bike Dutchess.

The final report for the Trails Feasibility Study was delivered 
to the Town of Red Hook in November of 1998. Upon 
review, the Town Board voted to integrate the Study into 
the Town Comprehensive Plan.

The current Greenway Committee intends to guide the 
trail development process towards the recommendations 
and goals stated in the Study.

TRAIL SYSTEM GOALS
• Link the community to key activity points
• Provide uncommon recreational 

opportunities for residents and visitors alike
• Attract visitors and invite tourism to the 

economic benefit of the town
• Relieve dependence on the automobile and 

congestion in the village
• Enhance safety of children and others as 

they travel to recreational activities and 
commercial facilities in Red Hook

Bard College
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CURRENT TRAIL 
PLANNING PROGRAMS 
AND CONCEPTS
GREENWAY COMPACT PROGRAM14

The Greenway Compact Program is a state supported 
voluntary initiative that promotes inter-municipal 
cooperation throughout the 13 counties in the Hudson 
Valley regarding: 

• Natural and cultural resource protection;

• Economic development including agriculture, tourism, 
and urban redevelopment;

• Public access and trail systems, including a Hudson River 
Greenway Trail;

• Regional planning; and

• Heritage and environmental education

The Greenway Compact Program is organized by both the 
Greenways Community Council, which assists communities 
on local greenway planning projects, and the Greenway 
Conservancy for the Hudson River Valley, which implements 
projects that are specific to the Hudson River Valley Trail 
system.

GREENWAY CONNECTIONS15

The Dutchess County Department of Planning and 
Development created a guidebook called Greenway 
Connections. This guide provides Dutchess County 
communities with the resources and knowledge necessary 
to promote the principles of the Greenway Compact 
Program in their neighborhoods. This guide is updated with 
new and emerging planning principles and design concepts 
on a regular basis. Greenway Connections has helped the 
communities of Dutchess County recieve almost $2 million 
in Greenway-related grants.

The Town Board in the Town of Red Hook voted to 
adopt Greenway Connections as a town land use and 
development design guideline in November of 2000. 

14 Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development. 
(2015). Greenway Connections.
15 Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development. 
(2000). Greenway Connections.

builds-upon the previous Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan from 
1996.

A survey distributed to residents of Dutchess County 
revealed that many people would like to walk or bike rather 
than drive, but they are unwilling to do so due to current 
walking and biking conditions throughout the County. 
These results indicate that Dutchess County could see an 
increase in the percentage of people walking and bicycling 
if there were additional facilities and improvements made 
to existing conditions.

Walk Bike Dutchess aims to improve conditions so that 
more people feel safe walking and bicycling throughout the 
County. Municipalities throughout Dutchess County can refer 
to this document when developing project plans. It includes 
design guidelines, data analyses, project recommendations, 
funding opportunities, and implementation processes 
which will assist cities and towns in the creation of plans 
that will reach the Walk Bike Dutchess vision:

“In Dutchess County, walking and bicycling will be part of 
daily life, providing safe and convenient transportation and 
recreation.” 12

UPPER ROUTE 9G CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT 
PLAN (2015-2016)13

The Upper Route 9G Corridor Management Plan (CMP) 
is in the process of being developed by the PDCTC. 
Using federal funds, the PDCTC will analyze the current 
transportation conditions along specific corridors within 
the Town of Red Hook. Analysis of past crash data will assist 
in the corridor’s safety assessment and will influence the 
recommendations in the final CMP.  The main corridors of 
focus are sections of New York State Route 9G, County 
Route 78, and County Route 103. 

PDCTC is currently soliciting public opinions regarding 
the CMP via an online questionnaire. Responses show 
that residents are generally concerned about the overall 
safety of the corridors and that they hope the CMP will 
recommend safety improvements in the area. 

12 Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County Transportation Council. (2014). 
Walk Bike Dutchess.
13 Poughkeepsie-Dutchess County Trqansportation Council. (2015). 
Upper Route 9G Corridor Management Plan (CMP) Open House Flyer.
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CENTERS AND GREENSPACES16

The Greenway Connection guidebook focuses on a Centers 
and Greenspaces approach to land-use development, 
advocating for tight-knit and compact communities to help 
preserve surrounding open space. This combines land use, 
transportation, and environmental planning together to 
implement the goals of the Greenway Compact Program 
through the prevention of commercial and residential 
sprawl. The Centers and Greenspaces initiative provides a 
visions for future planning projects focusing on:

• walkable, mixed-use centers

• natural and agricultural greenspaces

• natural greenway corridors

• connecting network of greenway routes

The Town of Red Hook adopted the Centers and 
Greenspaces approach. In 2011, the town adopted proposed 
zoning changes that would protect its rural character by 
saving over 50 farms and by promoting new economic and 
residential developments in the town’s village centers of 
Red Hook and Tivoli. This ultimately enhances walkability 
in the town centers and limits sprawl, which is mutually 
beneficial for both the rural and urban areas of the Town. 

16 Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development. 
(2013). Centers and Greenspaces: Priority Planning at the Local Level.

29 DUTCHESS COUNTY 
MUNICIPALITIES PARTICIPATE 

IN THE GREENWAY COMPACT 
PROGRAM

Abraham’s Park
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HOOK TRAIL 
The Hook Trail Project was started by Robert George, who 
was previously a member of Red Hook Trails Committee. 
He developed the project as an opportunity to create 
a safe and complete network of trails throughout the 
Town of Red Hook. He envisioned the Hook Trail would 
bring trail users to key destinations, such as schools, parks, 
markets, and town centers. The project was, in large part, a 
response to the growing trail networks in the surrounding 
communities. It was especially influenced by the publishing 
of Walk Bike Dutchess and a response to the alarming 
number of collisions with pedestrians and cyclists along 9G. 
After its development, the Hook Trail Project was presented 
to the Town as a gift to the community.17

The trail project created by Robert George, while having 
no posted route, did create several illustrations of what a 
comfortable trail network would look like if the plan was 
implemented. It also expanded upon the existing Greenway 
plans previously mentioned, and included recommendations 
for the unique branding of the network.18

While the Hook Trail concept has not been officially 
adopted by the Town of Red Hook, it does offer a strong 
set of proposed facilities, that would provide a desirable 
amenity for residents and visitors in Red Hook.. The project 
also proposes a network that would connect the vast 
majority of the Town with trails for cyclists, pedestrians, and 
other trail users. The recommendations established by the 
Hook Trail Project have been carefully considered within 
this plan. 

The Hook Trail official website still offers a survey and 
petition that users can fill out to help encourage law-
makers and planning committees to officially endorse the 
Hook Trail concept.

17 http://www.abouttown.us/index.php/dutchess-columbia-articles/ 
 general-interest/1233-Destination-Hook-Trail
18 http://www.hooktrail.com/

Various simulations of what the Hook Trail could feature. 
Source: hooktrail.org
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mean and median  incomes than any of the other parent 
geographies. In fact, more than 30 percent of households 
in the Village of Red Hook earn less than $25,000 a year, 
which is approximately double that of both the Town of 
Red Hook and Dutchess County. 

TRAVEL BEHAVIOR
VEHICLE OWNERSHIP21

The Town of Red Hook has a lower percentage of people 
without access to a vehicle when compared to Dutchess 
County, at 5 percent and 8 percent, respectively. An even 
larger portion of residents within the Village of Red Hook 
do not have access to a vehicle (14 percent). This could be 
due to the lower incomes of Village residents. Higher levels 
of accessibility between the Village of Red Hook and other 
popular destinations throughout town will benefit these 
residents that are unable to travel by car. 

21 US Census Bureau. (2013). American Community Survey 5-year 
Estimates.

DEMOGRAPHICS
AGE19

The age distribution of the Town of Red Hook is heavily 
concentrated in the late-teens and early-20s. Over 26 
percent of the population falls between 15 years and 25 
years. This is likely due to the presence of Bard College, 
which brings in a high amount of students within this age 
range into town.

INCOME20

The figure below, right compares the median and mean 
incomes of different regions from the 2013 American 
Community Survey 5-year Estimates. The Town of Red 
Hook is on par with the incomes earned by residents of 
Dutchess County and even exceeds that of the United 
States as a whole. The two town centers, the Village of Red 
Hook and the Village of Tivoli, however, have much lower 

19 US Census Bureau. (2010). 2010 US Census.
20 US Census Bureau. (2013). American Community Survey 5-year 
Estimates.

Age/Gender Distribution Median and Mean Income 2013
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DAILY COMMUTE22

According to the 2013 American Community Survey 5-year 
Estimates, almost 10 percent of Town of Red Hook residents 
walk to work. This is more than double the percentage 
of that in all of Dutchess County. The high percentage of 
people choosing to walk to work will immediately benefit 
from trail improvements and betterwalking conditions. A 
more comprehensive and safer trail network could also 
persuade more Red Hook residents to walk, creating a 
healthier community.

A smaller percentage of Red Hook workers drive a car to 
work than in Dutchess County as a whole (75% vs 84%). 
In Dutchess County, 10% fewer people choose to drive in 
Red Hook when compared to all of the other municipalities 
in the County. Upgrades to the current trail network could 
reduce the number of people who currently drive and 
provide additional mobility options.

This data shows that residents are already choosing to walk 
rather than drive in the Town of Red Hook, especially in 
comparison to the entirety of Dutchess County. This, in 
addition to the low level of car ownership and income 
levels by Village residents, shows that there is a demand for 
additional and safer trails.

22 US Census Bureau. (2013). American Community Survey 5-year 
Estimates.

Percent of Red Hook residents who do not own a car 2013 - 
14% without a car, 86% with a car

*Note: All 5-year estimate ACS data have margins of error - exact values 
may differ slightly from the data shown

Mode Share: Red Hook vs. Dutchess County
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TIVOLI BAYS

TOTAL DISTANCE
7.20 MI

PERMITTED USES
WALKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
BIKING (LIMITED)

DIFFICULTY RATING
EASY TO MODERATE

TRAILS
TIVOLI COMMONS TRAIL  1.24 MI
NORTH BAY TRAIL   1.36 MI
CONNECTOR TRAIL  0.38 MI
OVERLOOK TRAIL   1.83 MI
HOGSBACK TRAIL   0.66 MI
SOUTH BAY TRAIL   1.73 MI

Tivoli Bays Entrance - Kidd Lane

EXISTING TRAILS
There are a number of existing trails that run along the 
western side of town and are adjacent to the Hudson 
Rivers. These trails can be categorized into four distinct 
locations:

• Tivoli Bays

• Montgomery Place

• Unification Theological Seminary

• Poet’s Walk Park

There are additional trails, including Ruth Oja’s Wetland’s 
Walk in the Town Rec. Park, the loop in the New Rec. Park, 
and the Abraham’s Park Trail in Abraham’s Park. This section, 
however, will primarily focus on the four trail clusters listed 
above, as they are significantly disconnected from main 
destinations. The other two trails are centrally located near 
the Village of Red Hook and are inherently incorporated 
into various recommendations in the plan. 

The existence and popularity of the existing trails is 
indicative of the demand for a trail network that connects 
all users to destinations throughout the Town of Red Hook.

These trails are, however, currently disconnected from 
major destinations, such as the villages, schools, recreational 
areas and town parks, and farmers markets. The isolated 
nature of the existing trails make them difficult to access  
for the majority of town residents, especially for those who 
do not own a motor vehicle. Additional trails, as well as 
trail connectors, are needed to improve accessibility for all 
residents and create a comprehensive and complete trail 
network.

This Plan recommends various on- and off-road connections 
to new and existing trails that will make non-motorized 
transportation and recreation more viable town-wide. 
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MONTGOMERY PLACE HISTORIC SITE23

Nearly 2 miles of public trails are located on the 380 acres 
that encompasses the Montgomery Place Historic Site. 
The entirety of the estate includes a mansion, numerous 
gardens, an arboretum, woodlands, and orchards. The land 
was previously owned by Historic Hudson Valley and was 
recently purchased by Bard College.  The property was 
designated a National Historic Place in 1975 and a National 
Historic Landmark in 1992. 

The national designations make this site a prime destination 
for out-of town visitors. People are able to take in the 
picturesque landscape of the property grounds after paying 
an admission fee. 

The trails, however, are free and open to the public. 
Therefore, visitors will often walk along the trails to 
take in the beauty of the Hudson Valley.  Additional trail 
connections will enable visitors to walk into one of the 
villages to take advantage of all the amenities offered, thus 
boosting the local economy throughout the Town of Red 
Hook.

23 Historic Hudson Valley. (2013). Historic Sites: Montgomery Place.

TOTAL DISTANCE
1.93 MI

PERMITTED USES
WALKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

DIFFICULTY RATING
EASY

TRAILS
LAKE TRAIL    0.26 MI
SAWKILL TRAIL   0.86 MI
SOUTH WOODS TRAIL  0.68 MI

Montgomery Place Historic Site Entrance - River Road Montgomery Place Historic Site Entrance - River Road
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UNIFICATION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

TOTAL DISTANCE
3.27 MI

PERMITTED USES
WALKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

DIFFICULTY RATING
EASY

TRAILS
FATHER’S TRAIL   0.98 MI
MOTHER’S TRAIL   1.15 MI
THEODORE ROOSEVELT TRAIL 1.14 MI

Father’s Trail along Hudson River and Rail Line

Father’s Trail View
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TOTAL DISTANCE
1.65 MI

PERMITTED USES
WALKING
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

DIFFICULTY RATING
EASY

TRAILS
PAVILION TRAIL   0.66 MI
SUMMERHOUSE TRAIL  0.25 MI
FLAGPOLE LOT TRAIL  0.50 MI

POET’S WALK PARK24

The trails through Poet’s Walk Park are some of the most 
popular places to walk among Town residents. The three 
bucolic trails form a loop that runs just over 2 miles round-
trip. The flat terrain makes the trails perfect for walking as 
well as cross-country skiing during the winter months.

The trails wind through forests and meadows with both 
grass and gravel surfaces, pavilions, footbridges, and benches 
are provided throughout the park. The almost 800 acres 
surrounding Poet’s Walk Park are protected by the Scenic 
Hudson Land Trust’s conservation easements. This ensures 
that the views of the surrounding landscape will retain their 
natural charm and picturesque qualities.

24 Scenic Hudson. (2015). Poet’s Walk Park.

Poet’s Walk Park
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View of the Hudson River from Poet’s Walk Park
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ON-ROAD BIKE ROUTES 
GREENWAY TRAIL (RIVER ROAD)

A section of the Hudson River Valley Greenway (HRVG) 
runs along a few corridors within the Town of Red Hook. 
The HRVG was created by the Greenway Land Trail 
Program in the early 1990s in order to construct a multi-
use trail system along the Hudson River between Saratoga 
County and New York City. The Greenway Land Trail 
Program aims to25:

• Coordinate the designation and creation of a hiking/
biking/paddling trail network, known as the Hudson 
River Valley Greenway Trail System, which provides 
physical and visual access to the Hudson River where 
possible;

• Promote and preserve the Hudson Valley’s recreational, 
scenic, natural, cultural, historic, and agricultural resources 
through carefully planned trail linkages and access points;

• Foster a community-driven, voluntary process for 
establishing and designating trails;

• Encourage the development of local trails that link to 
the Greenway Trail System and major trail corridors, 
forming larger area and regional networks;

• Support and encourage volunteer trail stewardship 
efforts;

• Enhance trails awareness and advocacy in the region;

• Contribute to the economic development of the 
Hudson Valley’s communities by creating trails, which 
support local businesses, complement tourism efforts, 
and make the valley a better place to live and work;

• Ensure that local communities have the tools they 
need to plan and develop trails through a program of 
technical assistance and grants.

The official HRVG trail is located on many different roads 
and trails throughout Red Hook including New York State 
Route 9, UTS trails, and Poet’s Walk Trails. More specifically, 
a common Greenway Trail is the Historic District Bike/Hike 
Trail that runs along River Road and enables pedestrians 
and bicyclists to travel along the western side of the town 

25 Hudson River Valley Greenway. (2009). Land Trail System.

Hudson River Greenway Trail  - River Road & Signage

between Poet’s Walk Park to the south and the Village of 
Tivoli to the north. While this is a designated bike/hike 
route, there are few sidewalks and narrow shoulders along 
the Greenway Trail. This raises safety concerns for users 
who are worried about conflicts with traffic along River 
Road. 

Alternative trail connections or updates to the existing 
Greenway Trail could improve travel conditions, making it 
more likely that people will utilize the route.

NYS BIKE ROUTE 9
NYS Bike Route 9 is a paved, shared road bike route that 
travels approximately 345 miles along the eastern side of 
the State.26 This route connects New York City to Rouses 
Point at the Candian Border and runs through 12 counties, 
including Dutchess County.27 

As seen in the map to the right, NYS Bike Route 9 runs 
directly through the Town of Red Hook and the Village of 
Red Hook. Route 9 is a busy corridor with a speed limit 
of 30 mph within the Village and ranging from 40-55 mph 
outside the Village borders. Improvements can be made to 
make the bike route more visible to motorists, ultimately 
increasing safety conditions for bicyclists. 

26 NYSDIT. 2008. Bicycling in New York: State Bike Route 9. 
27 NYSDIT. 2008. Bicycling in New York: State Bike Route 9. 
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ON-ROAD BIKE ROUTES MAP
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KEY 
DESTINATIONS 
TOWN CENTERS

Village of Red Hook
The Village of Red Hook is one of the two 
main centers in town, housing about 17% 
of the total town population within 1.1 
square miles.28 

Located at the intersection of Route 9 
and Route 199/Market Street, downtown 
is home to many shops, restaurants, and 
bars, making it a popular destination for 
residents and visitors.

The small town qualities of the Village of 
Red Hook makes for a pleasant downtown 
experience. People are able to walk 
leisurely along the sidewalks and peruse 
the numerous shops and services offered 
along the streets. 

Improvements and additions to the existing 
trail system throughout town will enable 
more people to access the abundance of 
amenities offered by the Village of Red 
Hook.

28 US Census Bureau. (2010).US Census.

Sidewalk Gaps in Village of Red HookDowntown Village of Red HookVillage of Red Hook Crosswalk
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Village of Tivoli
The second main hub in the Town of Red Hook is the Village 
of Tivoli. This neighborhood covers 1.8 square miles and is 
home to just under 10% of the total town’s population. (US 
CENSUS 2010)

The proximity to the Hudson River and Tivoli Bays attracts 
outdoor enthusiasts to the area. The village also boasts a 
small downtown strip along Route 78/Broadway where 
residents and visitors can find restaurants, shops, art 
galleries and cozy cafes. 

Trail improvements and connections will enable more 
people to safely access and take advantage of Red Hook’s 
open greenspaces and downtown destinations.

Dowtown Tivoli

Village of Tivoli Basemap

Tivoli: People and Place

Village of Tivoli - Broadway and Montgomery
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NATURE AND PARKS

Tivoli Bays29

The wetlands and uplands of Tivoli Bays covers more than 
1,700 acres of land in the Town of Red Hook and provides 
residents and visitors with an abundance of outdoor space. 
Visitors are able to use the Tivoli Bays for hunting, fishing, 
canoeing, kayaking, hiking, biking, and horseback riding.  
The property also provides exceptional conditions for 
wildlife observation as well as environmental research and 
education.

This land is home to a wide variety of rare plant and animal 
species. This draws researchers and tourists into the area 

29 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. (2015). 
Tivoli Bays.

Tivoli Bays

Signed Bike Route in Tivoli Bays Trail in Tivoli Bays

to experience the rare wildlife present in Tivoli Bays. The 
Wildlife Management Area within the Tivoli Bays seeks 
to protect and monitor these species to ensure they will 
continue to thrive here. It is important to preserve these 
uncommon species in order to maintain balance in the 
existing ecosystem throughout the area.

In 1982, the Tivoli Bays were designated as a Hudson 
River Estuarine Research Reserve, making the land part 
of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System. As 
such, the bays are federally-designated and protected by 
the state through a partnership between the New York 
State Department of Environmental Conservation and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
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The region also became an official New York State Important 
Bird Area in 1997 and New York Bird Conservation Area 
due to the unique bird community within the reserve.

Recreation Park
The Recreation Park is located just north of the Village of 
Red Hook.  The park provides fields for soccer, baseball 
and softball as well as tennis courts, a basketball court, a 
roller and ice hockey rink, and even a pool. The diverse 
activities and accessible paths suitable for walking, jogging 
and cross-country skiing throughout the Recreation Park 
enable people of all ages and abilities to enjoy the space 
year-round. This makes it a popular destination for residents 
and the park could benefit from additional connections to 
adjacent destinations and existing trails.

Abraham’s Park
Abraham’s Park provides wide open fields for a variety 
of outdoor activities and social gatherings. The adjacent 
farmland and forested areas make the space a serene 
location for a relaxing trip. New connections to existing 
trails and town destinations will increase the use and 
popularity of Abraham’s Park.

End of Abraham’s Park Trail Abraham’s Park Trail

Gravel Shared Use Path through Recreation Park
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Colleges30,31

The Town of Red Hook is home to two higher institutions, 
Bard College and the Unification Theological Seminary 
(UTS). 

Bard College is a liberal arts and sciences institution that 
caters to approximately 2000 undergraduate students and 
covers over 500 acres of land. Given that the residential 
population of the Town of Red Hook is just over 11,000, Bard 
College is a large contributor to the town population. The 
influx of students during the school year helps strengthen 
the local economy in the town centers and throughout 
the area. It is important to create trail connections to and 
from Bard College to enable students to take advantage 
of the natural resources provided by the surrounding 
landscape as well as the amenities available in the town’s 
villages. Students often live off campus so additional trails 
and connectors will increase safety for students walking or 
biking to school.

The UTS is smaller than Bard College, but still attracts 
approximately 150 students to the area throughout the 
school year. Additional trail connections from the UTS 
campus to other destinations in town will enable students 
to easily travel between attractions. The campus, which is 
located on 250 acres of land, is also home to existing trails. 
This makes the property a key destination for Red Hook 
residents and visitors.

Schools32

There are three public schools located in the Town of Red 
Hook; Mill Road Elementary School, Linden Avenue Middle 
School, and Red Hook High School. All three schools are 
centrally located around the Village of Red Hook and are 
attended by students throughout town as well as those 
from the neighboring municipalities of Rhineback, Milan, 
Clermont and Livingston. Total enrollment for grades K - 12 
is about 2000 students on average.

Future trail development could help connect the schools 
to destinations in the area such as parks, villages, residential 
areas, and the Hudson River.

30 Bard College. (2015).
31 Unification Theological Seminary. (2015).
32 Red Hook Central School District. (2015).

Linden Avenue Middle School

Red Hook High School

Mill Road Elementary  School
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS MAP
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abundance of delicious choices, it is also home to the 
Hudson Valley Farmer’s Market every Saturday from 10am 
to 3pm. The Hudson Valley Farmer’s Market acts as a one 
stop shop for people to purchase goods from many local 
farms throughout the Hudson Valley region. 

Hardeman Orchards35

Hardemen Orchards is located just outside of the Village of 
Red Hook. Local residents and visitors can purchase fresh, 
in-season fruits and vegetables from July through December. 
In addition to the sale of produce, Hardeman’s also offers a 
pick-your-own option during apple season in the fall.

Migliorelli Farm36

With a mission to provide customers high quality produce 
at an affordable rate, Migliorelli Farm  is a popular destination 
for locals as well as visitors, offering customers over 130 
different varieties of fruits and vegetables.

After over 80 years of farming experience, the Migliorelli 
family has figured out the secret to pleasing the customers, 
which is summed up into one motto:

“We grow it, we pick it, we sell it and it doesn’t et any better 
than that.”37

In addition to selling fresh produce at the two farm stands 
located in the area, Migliorelli Farm also ships fresh fruits 
and vegetables to more than 30 locations throughout New 
York City.

As of 1998, the Migliorelli Farm is protected from all 
developing rights through a conservation easement provided 
by Scenic Hudson. This will ensure the preservation of the 
farm’s rural character and will allow it to continue to serve 
people throughout the region and New York City.

35 Husdon Valley Bounty. (2015).
36 Migliorelli Farm. (2015). 
37 Migliorelli Farm. (2015). 

FARMER’S MARKETS
The farmers markets throughout the Town of Red Hook 
make fresh local produce easily accessible for residents 
and visitors, making them popular destinations in the area.  
(*Note: this is not an exclusive list)

Fraleigh’s Rose Hill Farm33

Fraleigh’s Rose Hill Farm offers a pick-your-own option for 
in-season fruits and vegetables as well as a small farm stand 
located just northeast of the Village of Red Hook.

Greig Farm34

Greig Farm, located in Upper Red Hook, provides the area 
with a large assortment of fresh fruits and vegetables. The 
general public has been able to come to the farm to “pick-
your-own” produce, such as strawberries, blueberries, peas, 
and apples, for over 60 years. Pick-your-own is open daily 
from 8am - 8pm.

While Greig Farm supplies local residents with an 

33 Fraleigh’s Rose Hill Farm. (2015).
34 Greig Farm. (2015).

Farmer’s Markets Map
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Montgomery Place Orchards38

Montgomery Place Orchards is a family-run farm located 
in the Annandale neighborhood just south of Bard College 
that has a rich history in the Town of Red Hook that dates 
back to the 1700s. Today, the property is owned by the 
Historic Hudson Valley, which helps the farm, mansion, and 
gardens on the premises preserve their picturesque rural 
character.

The farm grows a wide range of fruits and vegetables such 
as strawberries, raspberries, peaches, tomatoes, pears, 
and over 70 varieties of apples. In addition to fresh fruits, 
customers can also purchase jams, vinegars, and hard ciders 
at the market located on the property.

The market features produce from local farms in addition 
to provisions grown and produced on Montgomery Place 
Orchards.

The location and large variety of merchandise offered by 
Montgomery Place Orchards and the market make it a 
popular location for Bard College students, residents, and 
visitors.

38 Montgomery Place Orchards. (2015).

Migliorelli Market - Route 9Greig Farm - Hudson Valley Farmers Market - Pitcher Lane

Montgomery Place Orchards Market - Route 9G
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TRAILS SURVEY
An online survey was distributed in order to collect the 
public’s opinion on the current walking and bicycling 
conditions in the Town of Red Hook and Villages of Red 
Hook and Tivoli. A total of 27 responses were collected 
and will be used to guide recommendations for the draft 
plan and final trail plan. The survey is still open on the 
website and this section will be updated in the final plan. 
There was an additional survey taken as part of the Hook 
Trail initiative, which received approximately 200 responses.   
The survey responses collected for Walk Bike Dutchess 
were alo referenced.

There are three specific questions from the survey that will 
be discussed in detail:

• Why do you choose to not walk or bike?

• What are your top three favorite places to walk or bike 
to?

• What are your top three favorite places that you can’t 
or won’t currently walk or bike to?

These particular questions reveal the public’s current 
view of bicycling and walking conditions in the area, their 
concerns surrounding the subject, and popular walking and 
bicycling destinations. These are all important factors to be 
addressed in the final trail plan.

NOTABLE RESULTS

Why do you choose to not walk or bike?
This question polled people as to why they do not choose 
to walk or bike over taking an automobile. The figure below 
shows the split between each of the five potential options 
to choose from. 

Almost 40 percent of respondents indicated that one of the 
reasons they do not feel comfortable walking or bicycling 
in the area is due to the lack of appropriate infrastructure. 
This includes amenities such as trails, bike lanes, bike parking, 
sidewalks, and paths. 

Safety concerns were the second most common reason, 
capturing 20 percent of respondents. 

These reasons can be mitigated with proper planning, 
infrastructure, and amenities. This Plan will use these survey 
responses to inform recommendations.

Trail Infrastructure at Tivoli Bays

WHY DON’T YOU WALK OR BIKE? Lack of Infrastructure

Safety Concerns

Distance

Vehicle Speeds

Tra�c Volumes

40% 20%
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What are your top three favorite places to walk or 
bike to?
This question asked respondents to manually input their 
top three favorite places to walk or bike to within the town 
and villages. The results can be found in the figure below.  
(A grey section in the graph below indicates that just one 
person voted for a place other than the ones listed in the 
legend)

More than 20 percent of people indicated that they like 
to walk or bike to the Villages of Red Hook and Tivoli. This   
is not surprising due to the density of these areas and 
amenities and destinations provided within the villages. 

Eight percent of people indicated that they enjoyed walking 
or bicycling to both Tivoli Bays and Poet’s Walk while 
the remaining destinations, including the Hudson River, 
Clermont, and Bard College, each received votes from five 
percent of those surveyed.

The remaining 44 percent, indicated by the grey segments, 
represent locations that only appeared once. Some 
examples include specific restaurants, cafes, amenities such 
as the grocery store or post office, and surrounding towns 
such as Rhinebeck and Hyde Park.

What are the top three places that you would like 
to walk or bike to but currently cannot?
This question asks survey-takers to indicate which 
destinations they would like to walk or bike to but do not 
feel it is safe to do so with the current pedestrian and 
bicycling conditions. These responses will be considered 
when making recommendations in order to ensure 
connections to desired locations are provided by the Red 
Hook Trail Plan. (Similar to the previous question, a grey 
section in the graph below indicates that just one person 
voted for a place other than the ones listed in the legend)

The figure below indicates that almost 30 percent of 
people would like to walk or bike to the Villages of Red 
Hook and Tivoli but that the routes need infrastructure 
improvements in order to increase safety for pedestrians 
and bicyclists.

Bard College was the second most popular, but inaccessible, 
destination and was listed by almost 20 percent of those 
surveyed.

The “Other” category includes one request each for Milan, 
the Recreation Park, Germantown, and Feller Newmark 
Road.

Villages

Hudson River

Clermont

Bard

Montgomery Place

Other

Tivoli Bays

Poets Walk

Other

Bard

Villages

Poets Walk

Kingston

Rhinebec k

Tivoli Bays

Montgomery Place

TOP THREE DESTINATIONS FOR 
WALKING/BICYCLING

TOP THREE DESIRED DESTINATIONS 
FOR WALKING/BICYCLING
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ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Demographics
An important aspect of any survey is to identify who is 
participating in order to get a deeper understanding of the 
responses and the reasons behind why those responses 
were chosen. It also helps to identify if any group of 
individuals affected by the project are under-represented 
in the survey study. The following demographics were 
identified by the survey:

• Gender Association 

• Primary Residence

• Age (based upon given ranges) 

The results can be seen in the figures to the right. They 
reveal that, while the majority of participants identified 
themselves as female, the spread is relatively even. The age 
base of the participants is heavily weighted towards the 
“18 - 29 year” age group. The remainder of the age groups 
were relatively evenly represented and combined outweigh 
the “18 - 29 year” age group, creating a more even spread.  
The majority of the participants were also from the Town 
of Red Hook. Considering the demographics of the study 
area, these demographics within the survey indicate a fairly 
evenly-represented populace. 

Trail usage
A number of the questions asked on the survey related to 
the popularity and usage of the Red Hook Trails. A number 
of topics were touched on, including:

• Whether or not people use the trails

• How they use the trails

• Their favorite trail system to use

• If they don’t use the trails, why?

The results of these questions can be seen on the following 
page. Identifying types of trail usage will be used to help 
assess the needs of the trail communities. The favorite trails 
and reasons to not use the trails will conversely be used to 
help assess the wants of trail users and broader community 
members. All of these factors will be taken into account 
throughout the design phase of the project.

59% 41% 
GENDER AFFILIATION: MALEFEMALE

14%

14%

45%

5%

22%

PRIMARY RESIDENCE

Village of Red
Hook

Village of Tivoli

Town of Red Hook

Dutchess County

Other

14%

35%

24%

24%

3%

AGE GROUPS

17 or younger

18-29

30-49

40-69

70 or older
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84% 
DO YOU USE THE TRAILS IN RED HOOK?

NOYES
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OPPORTUNITIES AND 
CONSTRAINTS
Before generating any of the plan recommendations, 
opportunities and constraints were identified for the trail 
network within Red Hook. These were identified through 
the analysis of existing conditions, gathering public input,  
through meetings, open houses, and surveys, and addressing 
currently planned projects. The results of this can be seen 
in the map, outlining all of the identified locations and 
the features that make them either an opportunity or a 
constraint for the growth of the network. 

As can be seen on the map, the opportunities and 
constraints were divided up between corridor and spot 
conditions. They vary greatly in terms of the need or 
opportunity that they create, and are dispersed throughout 
the majority of the Town of Red Hook. They are specifically 
concentrated within the vicinity of both villages, as well as 
the main routes that connect them. This shows the need 
for the trails to not just be a network within the Town, but 
also a source of transportation, community, recreation, and 
identity linking the two villages together.

The recommendations for expanding the trail network 
throughout the Town of Red Hook will be largely based 
upon these identified opportunities and constraints.

KEY OPPORTUNITIES
• New Recreation Park - new trail and connection 

opportunities.

• Water Access Points on the Hudson River

• Hucklebush Rail Trail - public support, connecting to 
Rhinebeck, and good conditions for trail development.

• Farm Roads - provide good conditions for trails and are 
present throughout the Town.

KEY CONSTRAINTS
• Route 9G - high collision rates,  high traffic volume and 

speed, and poor lighting and visibility.

• Budds Corners Rd - no available shoulders, high vehicle 
speeds, and no bicycle or pedestrian facilities.
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OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS
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BACKGROUND
RAIL TRAILS
Rail trails have been a popular use of both active and 
abandoned rail corridors across the country. Rails-to-
trails projects consist of taking abandoned or inactive rail 
corridors and converting them to active trail corridors. Rail 
corridors present ideal conditions for cost effective trail 
installments because the corridors are, in most cases, already 
properly graded and provide a wide enough corridor to 
accommodate the trails and any additional amenities such 
as rest areas, scenic lookouts, or small picnic areas. Rails-
with-trails provide similar ideal conditions with grading and 
open space, but preserve the active rail line by having the 
trail run beside the line. Countless rail-to-trail and rail-with-
trail projects have proven to be a success over the decades 
and have been a driving force in expanding the number of 
communities with trails across the country. 

Case Studies
The proven success of previous rails-to-trails projects can  
be used to promote development of potential rail trails. 
There are several case studies that have proven to be 
successful conversions that have boosted trail popularity 
and trail use and have been proven to be great learning 
experiences.

Grand History Trail39

Pennsylvania’s Grand History Trail is a mix of traditional 
trails, rails-with-trails, and rails-to-trails corridors. The 
250 mile network provides connections to dozens of 
historically significant locations and major cities. It has 
brought in large tourist volumes to the region, has access 
to different waterfronts, and showcases pieces of history 
and public art. Some of the rail corridors are still active. 
Other are still present in small pieces but have become 
inactive over the years, allowing the trail to bring new life to 
abandoned lands. This trail project has also given a glimpse 
into the significance of trail network connectivity and the 
importance of interconnected trail facilities.  

Five Star Trail40

The Five Star Trail’s rail trail section is a 6 mile long 
project that extended the existing 8 mile long facility in 
Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania. The project was a rail-
with-trails project as the rail line is still in use. The facility is 
the most popular recreational facility in the county and has 
been praised for the significant working relationship that 
was established between the trail managers and the rail 
company, which lead to it’s success. It has also proven that a 
successful, multi-jurisdictional trail facility can be established.

Additional Rail Trails:

• D & L Trail (PA)

• Dutchess Rail Trail (Dutchess County, NY)

• El Camino Trail (Rochester, NY)

• Harlem Valley Rail Trail (Dutchess County and Colombia 
County, NY)

• High Bridge Rail Trail (PA)

• High Line Park (NYC)

• Hudson Valley Rail Trail (Ulster County, NY)

• Lehigh Valley Rail Trail (Monroe County, NY)

• Wallkill Valley Rail Trail (Ulster County, NY)

39 http://www.railstotrails.org/trailblog/2015/september/18/pennsylva-
nia-s-heritage-rail-trail-county-park-and-maryland-s-torrey-c-brown-rail-trail/
40 http://www.americantrails.org/resources/railtrails/RWTcasestudies.
html

Current Entrance to Hucklebush 
Rail Line - Feller Newmark Road
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Historic Significance 
Rail trails offer a unique service to the communities that 
they pass through. Creating a trail along an abandoned 
rail corridor allows for the space to be utilized effectively, 
rather than go unused. However, at the same time, the trails 
preserve the existing corridor, which helps preserve the 
character of the communities that surround them and can 
be relatively easily converted back into a rail corridor if 

High Line Park - NYC

Wallkill Valley Rail Trail uses the existing  rail bridges to create 
cost effective trail crossings over bodies of water.

rail service were to return to the area. Rail trails also offer 
an opportunity to expand tourism to the area as rail trail 
enthusiasts would be drawn to the area for its recreational 
and historical value. The rail trail corridor should be filled 
with informational kiosks, denoting the history of trains and 
rail service and the role of trains in the history of Red 
Hook. 

Rail Trail Branding
Rail trails should received their own designated branding 
in order to increase the project’s visibility and identify its 
uniqueness within the trail network. The branding should 
represent the character of the rail corridor, as well as the 
character of the surrounding communities. The trail branding 
should be placed on wayfinding signage, informational 
kiosks, trail websites and social media, and trail promotional 
items, such as pamphlets or trail maps. 

Trail Amenities 
Trail amenities can consist of any features or facilities 
that exist along a trail corridor that make a trail user’s 
experience more enjoyable, makes the trail popular for 
local community members, or boosts tourism for the trail. 

Rest Areas

Rest areas are staple features for many successful trail 
facilities. They provide a location for weary travelers to 
take a break and make trails seem more welcoming to 
individuals who may not be able to complete the trail 
without a chance to rest, such as the elderly, small children, 
or individuals with disabilities. Rest areas can be as simple 
as a bench along the side of the trail, or more complex, like 
a pavilion with restrooms and picnic areas.

Community Activity Areas

Community Activity areas can be very similar to rest areas. 
Their primary objective is to create an area where people 
can gather, enjoy each others company, and participate in 
community activities. 
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FARM ROADS AS TRAILS

Recreational Use and Conservation Easements for 
Public Trail Use
In many situations, private landowners are not willing to 
allow public uses on their lands. They are often concerned 
with liability issues. This can make trail development difficult 
and result in a disconnected trail network. The goal of this 
plan, however, is to create a comprehensive trail system 
throughout the Town of Red Hook and connect users with 
key destinations and trailheads. The use of recreational 
use easements protect landowners from liability and help 
municipalities develop a trail network that will increase 
accessibility and mobility while utilizing both public and 
private lands.

Definition

In general, a conservation easement is “used to protect a 
variety of important natural resources and landscape values, 
such as water quality, wildlife habitat, sensitive ecosystems, 
wetlands, riparian areas, scenic areas, agricultural land, 
working forests, and historic sites.”41 A recreational use 
or conservation easement could be tailored to a linear 
corridor and allow for non-motorized public access to 
the farm roads. This allows the public to utilize the farm 
roads as trails and provides pedestrians and bicyclists with 
a safe alternative to the roads. A conservation easement 
can also be used to conserve the existing farmland in Red 
Hook, which is an existing goal of the Town of Red Hook 
and preservation organizations such as Scenic Hudson and 
Dutchess Land Conservancy.42

Tax Credits43

Landowners who agree to a conservation easement, 
potentially a recreational use easement, on farm roads can 
take advantage of the Conservation Easement Tax Credit 
(CETC) in the State of New York. These taxpayers received 
a refundable income tax credit equal to 25 percent of the 
school, county, and town property taxes each year. The 
amount of credit cannot exceed $5,000 and the landowner 
will be reimbursed if their tax credit is greater than what 
they owe in state income taxes.

41 http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/41156.html
42 http://www.scenichudson.org/news/release/federal-funds-enable-
collaborative-farmland-protection-efforts-continue-dutchess-county
43 http://www.dec.ny.gov/lands/26428.html

Surface Requirements
When converting the farm roads into new soft-surface 
trails, each road should be inspected, and if need be,  graded 
and have any ruts, potholes, or divots filled.  The soils should 
also be packed in order to prevent erosion. 

Soft surface trails should be designed in a way that causes 
water to flow over them during rain events or from the 
melting of snow. This also helps to prevent erosion. Since 
the farm roads as trails projects will be converting already 
existing corridors into soft surface trails, the corridors 
should be examined and if it is determined that water is 
more likely to flow with the corridor, rather than over it, 
ditches should be created on at least one side of the trail. 
If any of the corridors possess pockets of low elevation, 
where water is likely to gather and flood the trail, then 
flooding mitigation, such as rain gardens, should be installed. 
The trails can also be surfaced with stone dust in order to 
help protect their integrity, allow water to be absorbed, and 
still allow access for both cyclists and pedestrians.

BLUEWAYS
A Blueway is a unique trail type that provides facilities for 
paddle-crafts on various waterways. Facilities generally 
include launches, way-finding, and connections to regional 
points of interest or other trail types. Blueways can act as a 
tourist attraction for water-way activity enthusiasts and can 
introduce a new type of trail user into the trails community. 
They can also help promote conservation efforts for local 
waterways as they encourage low-impact water-way use 
and create visibility for the natural beauty of the water-
ways. 

Town of Red Hook Farm Roads - Rockefeller Lane
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CREATING A CONNECTED TRAIL 
NETWORK
As trail networks continue to grow and expand, there is 
an increasing need to connect the trail network with on-
street facilities. There are a number of different on-street 
options to consider for both pedestrians and cyclists. Each 
facility comes with its own requirements and benefits. 
Different conditions, such as vehicular traffic volumes and 
speed, right-of-way constraints, total distance, and other 
factors will help define which on-street facilities should be 
implemented and where. The guidelines on the following 

pages identify a number of different facilities and lay the 
foundations for where and when to implement them. These 
guidelines should act as a helpful tool, and not necessarily 
as a rule-book for facility planning. While they attempt to 
address general conditions that make the facilities feasible, 
each future project should be carefully assessed. 

For more guidelines on bicycle facilities, the NACTO Urban 
Bikeway Design Guide can be a great source of standards 
and best practices on facility design and materials to use.

When planning and designing bicycle facilities and bicycle 
trail connections it is also important to take into account 
the distance felt by the cyclists. This refers to how long a trip 
may feel to a cyclist, which can be either greater or less than 
the actual distance travelled based upon the surrounding 
environment. High stress environments, such as corridors 
with high vehicle speeds or large amounts of congestion, 
are likely to make trips feel longer than they actually are. 
On the other hand, adding bicycle infrastructure, such as 
bike lanes, shared use paths, or bicycle boulevards, can 
help reduce the ‘distance felt.’ It is also important to note 
that crossing intersections or entering conflict zones with 
pedestrians and motorists will also hinder the ‘distance 
felt’ by cyclists. The diagram below is an example of how 
a corridor may feel versus the actual distance based upon 
different environments. 

The higher the distance felt is along a corridor, the less 
likely a cyclist is to ride along it. Having a large number 
of corridors with large felt distances will deter individuals 
from cycling, and corridors with high felt distances between 
trail connections will reduce trail use.

Town of Red Hook Farm Roads - Rockefeller Lane
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SIGNED BIKE ROUTES
Signed bike routes represent a unique, low cost, and high 
visibility trail option for cyclists within different communities. 
The signed bike routes notify motorists that they should 
expect bicycle traffic along the route, as well as help guide 
cyclists through a designated route that has been identified 
as comfortable for their travelling needs, and offers 
transportation options to key destinations. 

Signed bike routes also provide great opportunities for 
connecting other trails together for cyclists. It is important 
to note though that signed bike routes only assist one 
trail user group; the cyclists. For this reason, where signed 
bike routes are used to connect different trails together, 
sidewalks or side paths should also be installed where 
possible in order to accommodate pedestrians.

Features
Signed bike routes should have:

• Low motor vehicle traffic volumes

• Striped shoulders or on-street bicycle facilities

• Connections to large trip generators or popular places 
to visit

• “Bicycles May Use Full Lane” signs, emphasizing common 
roadway courtesy to different user groups

• Shoulders or bicycle facilities should be well maintained 
and any drainage systems should not hinder cyclists’ 
ability to travel

AVERAGE ANNUAL DAILY TRAFFIC (1,000 veh/day or 100 veh/peak hr)

NEIGHBORHOOD BIKEWAY

Comfortable and attractive bicycling 
environment without utilizing physical 
separation; typically employs 
techniques to prioritize bicycling.

Exclusive space for bicyclists through 
the use of pavement markings and 
signage (without buffers or barriers).

Bicycle priority areas delineated by
dotted white lines, separated from a  
narrow automobile travel area.

Traditional bike lane separated by 
painted buffer to vehicle travel lanes 
and/or parking lanes. 

Physically separated bikeway. Could 
be one or two way and protected by a 
variety of techniques

Completely separated from roadway, 
typically shared with pedestrians

BIKE LANE

BUFFERED BIKE LANE

PROTECTED BIKE LANE

SHARED-USE PATH

FACILITY TYPE

       BICYCLE FACILITY 
CONTEXTUAL GUIDANCE

POSTED TRAVEL SPEED (mph)

20 30 40 5025 35 4515105

1062 15+ 25+4 80

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+

20+ 30+

#  of Lanes

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

# of Lanes

Speed

Volume

SPEED

max

max

min

min

VOLUME

maxmin LANES
SEPARATION

Minimal Separation
Moderate Separation
Good Separation
High Separation

LEGEND 

Desired AcceptableAcceptable

ADVISORY BIKE LANE

Criteria for ideal conditions for different on-street 
bicycle facilities.

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC CALMING 
TECHNIQUES
Traffic calming is a cost effective set of tools that benefit 
cyclists, pedestrians, drivers, and residents along a given 
street. Traffic calming devices encourage vehicles to travel 
and slower speeds. They can be installed temporarily or 
permanently.

• Mini-Traffic Circles reduce speeds through intersections

• Curb extensions increase turn radii and reduce turning 
speed

• Chicanes deflect vehicles and reduce mid-block speeds

• Chokers create pinch-points that reduce speeds mid-
block

• Speed humps require vehicle to slow down to pass over 
them

• Tic marks create a more visually busy corridor, which 
reduces speeds.
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Buffered Bike Lanes

Protected Bike Lanes

Shared Use Paths

Standard Bike Lanes

Advisory Bike Lanes

Bicycle Boulevards

High Visibility Crosswalks

Warning Signage & Yeild Signs

Hybrid Beacons

Grade Separations

RRFBs

Pedestrian Signals

Choker

Curb Extension

Traffic Circle

Chicane

In Lane Tic Marks

Speed Hump

Traffic Calming Techniques
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RECOMMENDATIONS
STRATEGY
While there are a large number of ways to expand the trail 
network in Red Hook and build off of the opportunities 
and constraints that have been identified, several key 
recommendations have been generated that are believed to 
be the best method for effectively growing and connecting 
the trails in a way that will reflect the community and 
character of Red Hook. These include:

• Hucklebush Rail Trail (HRT)

• Farm Roads as Trails Program

• Village to Village Trail (V2V)

• The Red Hook Blueway

• Hook Trail

• Montgomery Place Shared Use Path

• Red Hook Village Trail Connection Strategy

• Hudson River Valley Greenway

• Signed Bike Routes

These priority trail projects will help create a more robust 
network, connecting different areas within the Town of 
Red Hook. They will also help generate tourism within the 
Town, and create a sense of ‘place,’ making Red Hook a 
great destination town. All recommendations are illustrated 
on the Full Recommendations map on the adjacent page. 
A summary of the projects, including timeline and cost, can 
be found in the project summary tables at the end of this 
chapter (starting on page 77).

Recommendations for policies and programs have also 
been identified, and on-street facility guidelines have been 
created to be used for connection opportunities as trails 
continue to develop. Adopting these will help strengthen 
the growing trail network and support the priority trail 
projects listed above.
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RED HOOK TRAIL PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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This Lookout Tower in Finland is a popular destination for 
avid birdwatchers and wildlife enthusiasts.

SPECIFIC 
RECOMMENDATIONS
HUCKLEBUSH RAIL TRAIL (HRT)

The Hucklebush Rail Trail has been a topic in the Town 
of Red Hook for many years. Town residents and visitors 
would greatly benefit if the abandoned Hucklebush rail 
line was converted into a multi-use path. Existing trails are 
primarily located on the western side of the town along the 
Hudson River, so the HRT would serve a new side of town.     

Pedestrians, bicyclists, cross-country skiiers, and snowshoers 
would also have access to a safe and comfortable trail 
without having to drive or travel longer distances to 
access an existing trail. It would also provide a new active 
transportation route that residents from the eastern 
portion of town could use to access the Village of Red 
Hook and other key destinations through trail connectors.

While the benefits of the HRT are clear, this project has not 
been able to move forward due to the substantial funding 
necessary to complete the rail-to-trail conversion.

The Hucklebush Rail Corridor runs through the eastern 
portion of the Town of Red Hook, passes through the 
Village of Red Hook and continues south to the Town 
of Rhinebeck. As stated earlier, development of the HRT 
would provide the under served eastern region of the 
town with a new trail opportunity as well as access to 
the trail system and key destinations throughout the area. 
It would also increase accessibility and mobility for new, 
dense residential developments to the south of the Village 
of Red Hook.

The HRT would be a rails-to-trails project, as the 
Hucklebush rail line is no longer operational and much of 
the rail itself has been removed. The rail bed however, has 
remained in tact as a result of planning policies put into 
place by multiple municipalities that has prevented the rail 
line from being divided into separate developments. 

Rail Trail Branding
The HRT should receive its own designated branding in 
order to increase the project’s visibility and identify its 
uniqueness within the trail network. The trail branding 
should be placed on wayfinding signage, informational 
kiosks, trail websites and social media, and trail promotional 
items, such as pamphlets or trail maps. 

Scenic View Look-out Areas
Lookout areas are places where trail users can stop to 
appreciate the natural beauty of the trails and participate 
in nature oriented activities, such as bird watching. These 
areas can be coupled with informational signage on the 
local wildlife and fauna, stationary looking glasses and 
telescopes, or look-out towers. Trail managers may wish to 
reach out to local wildlife societies in order to identify the 
best locations for these activities along the trail.

Potential HRT Branding

HUCKLEBUSH
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HUCKLEBUSH RAIL TRAIL RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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Trail Specific Wayfinding
Along with the unique branding features of the HRT, the 
trail should have its own unique wayfinding system. This can 
come in many forms. The most common trail wayfinding 
elements are maps and information kiosks. These features 
help users identify where they are on the trail and find 
different amenities located along the trail. Wayfinding can 
also help identify key destinations around the trail and can 
be paired with the informational nature and historical posts.

Other wayfinding options include archways that span over 
the trail, indicating to users that they are on the HRT, or on-
pavement wayfinding markings. On pavement way finding 
markings can range from cardinal directions being placed 
on winding pieces of the trail in order to help users keep 
a sense of direction, animal paw prints painted at locations 
where wildlife are likely to cross the trail, or marking out 
cross-streets names on the trail before it intersects with 
the street network at various locations.

Each form of wayfinding should be branded with the HRT 
specific branding and should be posted at intervals across 
the trail corridor and places where the trail intersects the 
street network or other trails. 

HUCKLEBUSH

HRT Specific wayfinding 
signage can be implemented 

throughout the rail trail 
corridor to promote the trail 
identity and identify popular 
destinations on or around 
the corridor. Below is an 

example of an HRT branded 
wayfinding map.

The High Line Park in New York City uses an abandoned 
elevated rail line as the corridor for a path through the city. The 
path is surrounded by pieces of the old rail line to remind users 
of the corridor’s history and promote the rail line’s character.

RECOMMENDED REST AREA 
ELEMENTS
• Benches or Seating
• Gazebo, Pavilion, or other Shelter 

Structure
• Lighting Fixtures
• Informational Signage
• Picnic Area

RECOMMENDED COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITY ELEMENTS
• Picnic Area
• Public Exercise Equipment
• Chess and Checkers Tables
• Playgrounds
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POTENTIAL CURRENT

An example of the potential that the HRT project has to offer trail users. Clearing the corridor, laying down 
pavement, and providing various amenities can make major impacts on how welcoming the trail is perceived 

to be, and in turn, the enthusiasm of the trail users. 
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FARM ROADS AS TRAILS
The abundance of farmland within the Town of Red Hook 
offers a unique opportunity to utilize the existing farm 
roads to allow for non-motorized public uses such as 
walking and bicycling. This will offer users the opportunity 
to avoid roads that are lacking shoulders and sidewalks. 

The recommendations for trails along farm roads can be 
found in the Farm Roads as Trails Recommendation Map. 
These approximate locations were chosen due to their 
proximity to key destinations and their road condition.

The proposed trail running from Abraham’s Park to 
Pitcher Lane provides an important connection between 
the Village of Red Hook to the south and the Mill Road 
Elementary School, the Rockefeller Lane Soccer Fields, 
and the farmer’s market at Greig Farm to the north. This 
trail, in conjunction with additional existing (Abraham’s 
Park Trail) and proposed (V2V Trails) trails will complete 
as vital connection within the larger trails network. The 
implementation of a trail along these farm roads will enable 
users to easily and safely bike and walk to reach multiple 
key destinations. 

While the recommended “priority” trails on the map on 
the following page represent a strong starting point for 

Recommended Farm Roads as Trails - Rockefeller Lane

the Farm Roads as Trails network, the roads identified as 
“secondary” should be explored for future expansion of 
the network after implementation of the “priority” roads. 
Expansion of this system should not be limited to these 
roadways, however. Even short segments can provide 
connections between farms and neighborhoods, or link to 
become a greater trail system overtime.

The Farm Roads as Trails network should also be branded 
and wayfinding signage should be posted at trailheads 
and at the intersections of the trails and the public street 
network in order to make the trails more visible and let 
users know that they are open to public use. 
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FARM ROADS AS TRAILS RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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In order to finish the installment of the V2V Trail, several 
connections and links will require further planning and 
design. Key features to keep in mind when developing the 
V2V Trail include:

• Trail-user Comfort Levels

• Vehicular Traffic and Trail Conflicts

• Wayfinding and Trail Signage

• Trail Character

• Current and Future Trail Connection Opportunities

These factors should be diligently identified and planned 
for, as the trail will be a trademark piece of the area-wide 
trail system.

Village of Tivoli On-Street Connections
The V2V Trail starts in the heart of the Village of Tivoli at the 
intersection of Broadway and Montgomery Street. In order 
to create a sense of place and establish it as the start of the 
trail, it is proposed to paint a traffic circle in the intersection 
and include branded wayfinding on the sidewalks, pointing 
trail users to the trail route and towards major places of 
interest in Tivoli, such as the Tivoli Recreational Park and 
the Tivoli Public Library.   

VILLAGE TO VILLAGE TRAIL (V2V)

The recommended V2V Trail connects the town’s two main 
centers, the Village of Red Hook and the Village of Tivoli. 
The trail runs along many different types of roads, paths, 
and trails. There are spots where the trail utilizes existing 
trails and walking paths through the Recreation Park, Tivoli 
Bays, and Bard College. 

 In some areas the trail crosses main roads, such as New 
York State Route 9G, and travels along roads that are 
not equipped with sidewalks. These areas could raise 
safety concerns among residents and visitors who may 
be unfamiliar with the area, and could potentially result in 
conflicts with motor vehicles. User-friendly trail connections 
could increase the use of the V2V Trail and enable people 
to safely travel between the two town centers.

According to the Survey analysis, the V2V Trail is the least 
popular trail system in Red Hook of those ranked. Much 
of this can be attributed to a lack of connectivity, a lack 
of completion, and a lack of visibility of the trail network. 
Completing this trail network will greatly increase cyclist 
and pedestrian mobility for all town residents and create 
a more connected general area, likely increasing the 
network’s popularity.  

Intersection of Broadway and Montgomery 

Installing a painted mini-
traffic circle with wayfinding 

signage will help reduce traffic 
volumes and mark the start of 

the V2V trail

Shared lane markings should 
be installed along Montgomery 
Street to help identify the on-
street section of the V2V trail

Fill in sidewalk gaps to increase 
pedestrian comfort along this 

section of the V2V trail

Broadway
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d. 
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Kidd Ln.

VILLAGE OF TIVOLI ON-STREET 
RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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MINI-TRAFFIC CIRCLE

BRIDGE REDESIGN 
TO COME IN 2017

STREET CROSSING 
IMPROVEMENTS

BICYCLE 
BOULEVARD 
ELEMENTS

LINDEN AVE. 
CROSSING 

IMPROVEMENTS

STREET 
CROSSING 

IMPROVEMENTS

V2V TRAIL RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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The painted traffic circle will provide a traffic calming 
feature, making the street conditions more comfortable for 
cyclists and pedestrians, while still allowing fire trucks to 
utilize the entire intersection. The wayfinding will create a 
deeper connection between the Village of Tivoli and the 
V2V Trail.

From the intersection, the trail is proposed to turn south 
and follow Montgomery Street. Additional traffic calming 
elements along Montgomery Street, such as speed humps, 
chicanes, or chokers, will improve safety conditions for both 
bicyclists and pedestrians. The trail will continue south until 
it bends east and turns into Kidd Lane. At this location, the 
trail leaves the Village of Tivoli and enters the Tivoli Bays 
Park.

For this span of Kidd Lane, shared lane markings are 
proposed to encourage motorists and cyclists to share 
the road. It is recommended that the existing sidewalk 
and lighting fixtures present on Kidd Road be continued 
throughout the corridor.

At the location where the utility lines cross over to the 
west side of the street, the sidewalks should continue along 
the west side of the roadway. . A mid-block crossing should 
be installed with high visibility markings.

One point of conflict of this section of the trail is a 
bridge at the bend of the road. The bridge is 26 feet wide 
and currently does not have any bicycle or pedestrian 
accommodations. There are currently plans for a redesign 
and reconstruction of the bridge in 2017. This redesign 
should be wide enough to accommodate bicycle lanes to 
improve biking and walking conditions on this portion of 
the V2V Trail.

From the Bridge, the trail will continue to the trailhead for  
the Tivoli Bays Trail system at Access Road, where the trail 
will follow Access Road to the Bard College campus.

Example of Painted Mini-Traffic Circle
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Route 9G Intersection Connection
After the V2V Trail passes through the Bard College 
campus by means of the Annandale Path, users will be able 
to choose between two different routes. The first route 
turns left and follows Annandale Road to the intersection 
of New York 9G. This intersection will be a point of conflict 
for the trail users as New York 9G has relatively high traffic 
volumes, higher vehicle speeds, and Annadale Road comes 
into the intersection on a downward slope. 

The first level of recommendations for this intersection 
are to create sidewalks on Annandale Road. There are 
currently no pedestrian accommodations on this road. 
Sidewalks should also be installed on the opposing side 
of the road on Old Whalesback Road. Once established, 
a Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB) and high 
visibility crosswalk should be installed to allow pedestrians 
to cross the street more comfortably. RRFBs are push 

Current State of Montgomery Street 

button activated beacons that let motorists know that a 
pedestrian is crossing the street and notifying them to yield.  
Cyclists should be encouraged to disembark at this location 
and cross the street as a pedestrian by walking their bike 
across and using the RRFB. The trail will then continue onto 
Whalesback Road.

The second route option will cross over Annandale Road 
and continue straight on Annandale Path. This route 
travels through the center of the Bard College campus. 
At the triangle, the trail takes a left turn onto Kelly Road. 
This portion of the trail also requires the user to cross 
Route 9G. This intersection of Kelly Road and Route 9G 
already has a traffic signal. It is recommended that high 
visibility crosswalks and crossing signals are installed at this 
intersection to make crossing safer for V2V Trail users. The 
Trail then continues along Kelly Road where it meets up 
with the first alternative route at the intersection of Kelly 
Road and Aspinwall Road.
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Bicycle Boulevard Section
After crossing New York Route 9G, the trail will follow 
a series of roads that will wind through neighborhoods 
until it connects to the Village of Red Hook at the Red 
Hook Recreational Park. Throughout these neighborhoods, 
it is proposed that a bicycle boulevard, also known as a 
neighborhood greenway, be established. Bicycle boulevards 
are facilities on low volume streets that introduce traffic 
calming features and emphasize the presence of cyclists. 
This increases the comfort of all trail users as it will slow 
down motor vehicle traffic and divert motor vehicle traffic 
to alternative routes. The primary streets that this Bicycle 
boulevard network would follow are:

• Whalesback Road

• Kelly Road

• Aspinwall Road

Converting these small segments 
into one way streets will reduce 

conflicts around the mini-traffic circle

Install chokers and 
chicanes over the 
culverts will create 

small single lane 
bridges which will 
help divert traffic

Crossing Improvements to 
Linden Avenue to connect the 
New and Old Recreation Parks

In-lane tic marks will 
reinforce the reduced 

speed limit

Aspinwall Rd.

Whalesback Rd.

Li
nd

en
 A

ve
. Rockefeller Ln.

Pitcher Ln.

9G

Annandale Rd.

Kell
y R

d.

M
an

or
 R

d.

M
ill

 R
d.

Connecting the Recreation Parks
The V2V Trail will make use of the path in the New Rec. 
Park. Trail users will exit the bicycle boulevard on Aspinwall 
Rd. at the Chestnut St. intersection. The trail continues 
through the New Rec. Park. Users then have the option 
to continue along the V2V Trail or connect to the paths 
associated with the  Village Connection Strategy which 
connects to the southwestern corner of the New Rec. 
Park. A full explanation of the Village Connection Strategy 
can be found further in this chapter.

Crossing improvements over Linden Avenue to connect 
the two parks will improve safety conditions for bicyclists 
and pedestrians on the V2V Trail. Various treatments such 
as high visibility paint, crossing signage, or even RRFBs will 
provide users with a safer crossing over Linden Avenue.

The plan also recommends an additional route on the 
V2V Trail that extends along Linden Avenue between the 
improved intersection and the center of the Village of Red 
Hook. Implementation of in-lane tic marks and installation of 
continuous sidewalks along this route will provide bicyclists 
and pedestrians an additional route on the V2V Trail.

V2V Bike Boulevard
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 Trail Wayfinding and Branding

One of the most important attributes missing from the 
current trail is the lack of wayfinding and visibility. For 
trails such as the V2V Trail that has both on- and off-
street facilities, allowing trail users to know where to go is 
crucial, and providing that information through eye-catching 
branding will greatly increase the trails’ popularity. 

Trail wayfinding should be placed at places where the trail 
intersects with the street network and other trails. The 
wayfinding should be simple but can also be implemented 
in creative ways. A few options for trail wayfinding include:

• Posted signs

• Pavement markings

• Informational kiosks

• Posted maps

Wayfinding can also be distributed through leaflets and 
maps of the trail network should be posted in gathering 
points, such as parks, libraries, or schools, in both of the 
Villages. A V2V Trail website should also be established with 
information on the different trails sections and printable 
trail maps. 

An example of the V2V trail branding can be found below 
and an example of V2V wayfinding signage and a map 
depicting the proposed locations for different styles of 
wayfinding can be found on the following pages.

Signed Bike Route on Alder Street

V2V Trail
Potential V2 Trail Branding
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V2V WAYFINDING LOCATION RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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RED HOOK BLUEWAY
Red Hook has the opportunity to establish its own Blueway 
Network. The current trails system has multiple points in 
which access to the water is possible. Poet’s Walk Park 
already has a dock that could be used as a boat launch. 
Two other locations have trails that lead directly to the 
waterfront. In addition, several members of the public 
showed interest in growing the paddle-craft facilities in Red 
Hook. The Red Hook Blueway would also provide a unique 
experience as the proposed route would follow the rail 
that passes over the water. This view and experience would 
draw in more tourists and water-trail enthusiasts, boosting 
the popularity of the Blueway. A few steps would be all that 
it would take to create the Red Hook Blueway. They are as 
follows:

Step 1: Formalize the Blueway
Creating a feasibility study for the formalization of the Red 
Hook Blueway would be the first step in the right direction 
for creating an active Blueway network. The feasibility study 
should identify any environmental impacts of the Blueway, 
conduct a cost analysis for its installation, assess the tourism 
draw for the area, and identify future connections and 
expansions of the network. Areas where paddle-crafts 
may experience difficulty due to water vegetation, rock 
outcrops, sandbars, or currents should also be identified. 
in this study

Step 2: Install Trailheads
The biggest infrastructure and facility for a Blueway 
would be the trailheads. Trailheads should be installed in 
increments that would enable users to pass one trailhead at 
least every half hour of travel. This provides the opportunity 
for users to disembark their boat in the case of fatigue or 
poor weather conditions. Trailheads should include boat 
launches, wayfinding signs, and posted instructions on how 
to read different buoy markers in the water. These buoys 
should also be installed at locations identified as conflict 
areas for paddle-crafts during the feasibility study.

Step 3: Install Trail Amenities
The next step in establishing the Blueway would be to 
install the amenities that would create a more positive 
atmosphere for the Blueway trail users. This can include 
parking facilities to unload boating equipment. In Red Hook, 
most of the areas identified as potential Blueway trailhead 

opportunities would be inaccessible by motor vehicle 
because they connect to the trail network. However, 
providing parking at the trailheads that connect to the 
street network would give Red Hook Blueway users the 
access they require. 

As the Blueway becomes more popular, amenities such 
as  kayak and canoe rental shops or rentable boat storage 
racks could be installed at the trailheads. 

Step 4: Expand the Network
The proposed Blueway is situated on the Hudson River. 
This gives Red Hook a great opportunity to expand the 
proposed Blueway to the north and south. After the 
Blueway is established, efforts should be made to identify 
further growth opportunities, which could lead to a region-
wide tourism boost.  
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BLUEWAY RECOMMENDATIONS MAP

OPPORTUNITIES TO 
ENJOY TIVOLI FROM A 

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

POSSIBLE BLUEWAY 
TRAILHEAD LOCATIONS
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HOOK TRAIL

The main goal of the Hook Trail Project was to provide a 
connected network of trails and paths that would allow 
residents and visitors of Red Hook to easily, comfortably, 
and intuitively find their way to key destinations throughout 
the Town in a timely manner. Many of the trails and trail 
improvements proposed in this plan accomplish the task at 
hand. As such, it is recommended that the Trail committee 
create the official Hook Trail, by combining all of the trails in 
Red Hook together into a conected network. For many of 
the trails, including them into the Hook Trail network could 
be as simple as including a Hook Trail logo on wayfinding 
signage and informational kiosks. This will notify trail users 
that they are on a trail that is part of the bigger system, 
and has connections to other trails that can take them to a 
number of desirable locations. 

For other trails to be included in the Hook Trail network, 
a physical connection must be made to the rest of the 
trail network. For certain trails, such as the HRT,  this 
will be done through the Village Connection Strategy 
mentioned later on in this chapter. Other trails will have to 
make additional on street connections, such as the Farm 
Roads as Trail Network.  The toolboxes and guidelines in 
the “Background” section at the beginning of this chapter. 
provide recommendations to integrate trail connections on 
public streets. 

As more trails continue to develop, they too should aim 
to becoming an effective piece of the Hook Trail Network. 
This means they should meet the following requirements:

• Provide a connection to a desirable destination.

• Provide a connection to other trails in Red Hook.

• Create a comfortable environment for all trail users. 

• Have effective wayfinding signage that will help users 
identify the overall network.

Creating this network as a single entity, comprised of many 
different facilities, will truly help Red Hook stand out as a 
trail friendly town. 

Existing Shared Use Path on Annandale Path

Potential Hook Trail Branding

Hook Trail
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HOOK TRAIL MAP
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MONTGOMERY PLACE SHARED-USE PATH

With the changing of ownership of Montgomery Place, 
new opportunities to provide trail connections can present 
themselves. Providing more trail connections to and through 
Montgomery Place can help promote the trail network and 
increase the number of visits for the historic site. 

The location of Montgomery Place currently creates a gap 
for trail users as it sits between the northern side of Red 
Hook; with the Village of Tivoli, the Tivoli Bays, and Bard 
Collage, and the southern area of Red Hook; with Unification 
Theological Seminary and Poet’s Walk. Currently, there are 
no trail connections on the grounds of Montgomery Place, 
but there are a number of trails within the grounds that can 
be connected to the surrounding area’s trail network. 

It is recommended that a shared-use path be constructed 
through Montgomery Place, connecting Bard College to the 
north and the UTS trails to the south. The trail could follow 
the border of the property near River Road, acting as a 
side-path, and could pass through the orchards, showcasing 
the beauty of the property. The shared use path should also 
connect to the trails on the property, leading visitors and 
tourists to the main estate and gardens. An example of this 
shared-use path can be found to the right.

This recommended path will not only connect the two 
educational institutions, but will provide a connection to 
a number of different locations and trail networks. This 
includes key destinations such as Poet’s Walk or the Town 
of Tivoli, but also includes the V2V Trail, the proposed Red 
Hook Blueway Trail. This path can also provide an alternative 
transportation route for cyclists and pedestrians that would 
otherwise use 9G which is a much less comfortable route 
for biking and walking than the proposed Montgomery 
Place Shared-Use Path. The Montgomery Place location 
is a crucial  connection opportunity for Red Hook’s trail 
network and, if expanded upon, the property can become 
the crossroads and crown jewel of the network, greatly 
boosting its popularity in turn. 

Including plenty of benches 
and information kiosks on the 
proposed shared use path will 
encourage visitors to stay and 

learn more about the historic site.

Montgomery Place 
Main Estate

Montgomery Place 
Orchards

Montgomery Place 
Gardens

BARD COLLEGE

UTS

MONTGOMERY PLACE SHARED USE PATH
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MONTGOMERY PLACE SHARED USE PATH MAP
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HUDSON RIVER VALLEY GREENWAY
Improvements and additional connections can be made 
to the Hudson River Valley Greenway to create a more 
complete greenway network that is connected to the 
Town’s growing trail network. 

The route is currently travels along River Road and users 
are forced to share the road with motorists. This plan 
recommends a connection between Poet’s Walk Park and 
the trails within UTS by way of an off-road shared-use path 
that runs adjacent to the rail corridor next to the Hudson 
River.

While the segment may seem like a minor improvement, 
it is, in fact, an important recommendation that can greatly 
improve trail-users’ experience. If implemented, Greenway 
users will now have a new, off-road alternative that provides 
a vital connection between the popular Poet’s Walk Park 
trails and the other trails throughout the Town of Red Hook.

In addition to this, the Plan recommends making signage 
and wayfinding improvements along the Greenway Trail. 
There are sections in which the Greenway overlaps with 
existing and recommended trails, such as the V2V Trail 
along Annandale Path. Additional signage, wayfinding, and 
bicycle and pedestrian facilities are recommended in areas 
in which the Greenway does not overlap with other trails. 
This will improve walking and biking conditions along the 
Greenway and help create a complete and comprehensive 
trail network throughout the Town.

The recommended connection will help complete the portion 
of the Hudson River Valley Greenway that runs through the 

Town of Red Hook

POET’S WALK PARK

This connection is 
made possible by the 

recommended off-road 
path along the Hudson 

River/rail corridor

UTS

MONTGOMERY PLACE

BARD COLLEGE

TIVOLI BAYS

Existing Trail at the Northwest Corner of Poet’s Walk Park
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HUDSON RIVER VALLEY GREENWAY RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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Community-Defining Intersections
Both connection strategies converge together at the 
intersection of Market Street/Rte. 199 and Broadway./Rte. 
9. To emphasize this major intersection and the Village’s 
connection to the trail networks, an effort should be 
made to make this intersection friendly to all modes of 
transportation and at the same time reflect the character 
of the Village. 

This can be done with a concept known as a “creative 
crosswalk.” Creative crosswalks are public murals that are 
painted on the street within or around crosswalks. They can  
act as a traffic calming feature, while also emphasizing the 
presence of the crosswalk and improving the aesthetics of 
the roadway.  According to the MUTCD, creative crosswalks 
are not prohibited and the crosswalk is constituted by 
the perpendicular white lines, however, coordination with 
NYSDOT will be required since this is a State intersection. 
At this location, the shared lane markings should also be 
extended through the intersection and turn onto Linden 
Avenue, officially connecting the HRT with the V2V Trail.

This technique can also be applied to the intersection 
of Elizabeth St. and MM Ham Memorial Fire House Ln., 
adjacent to Mac’s Farm and Garden World, in order to 
create a safer crossing for pedestrians and bicyclists in this 
area. 

If these connection strategies are implemented properly, 
the trail networks in Red Hook and the Village itself will 
experience a much greater level of mobility. The Village will 
also develop a stronger sense of destination and ‘place.’

VILLAGE CONNECTION STRATEGY
Most of the proposed trail networks converge at a single 
location; the Village of Red Hook. However, within the village, 
there is a lack of connectivity between the trails. Cyclists 
are forced to ride in the streets without any appropriate 
facilities, and pedestrians have to cross busy thoroughfares 
and roadways. Two major connection opportunities are 
being identified to improve the trail conditions for all users. 

North-South Connections: Elizabeth St. Bike Blvd. 
& New Rec. Park Trail Connector
The HRT will skim the Village of Red Hook in two separate 
locations. The first of which is at the meeting point of MM 
Ham Memorial Fire House Lane and Elizabeth Street. It 
is proposed that Elizabeth Street, a relatively low volume 
corridor that leads directly into the heart of the village, 
be converted into a bicycle boulevard. It should be 
equipped with traffic calming infrastructure like chicanes, 
mini-traffic circles, or traffic diverters. All of which will lead 
to the reduction of traffic along the corridor and a more 
comfortable environment for both pedestrians and cyclists. 
The corridor should also be lined on both sides with a 
full sidewalk, giving pedestrians their own designated and 
comfortable space within the corridor.

An additional North-South connection can be made by 
creating a trail that connects the Recreation Park to W. 
Market St. This will involve the construction of a bridge 
to  cross a small stream. This connection will provide an 
off-road alternative to travel between the new Rec. Park 
and Red Hook High School, Linden Ave Middle School, and 
other destinations throughout the Village of Red Hook. 

East-West Connection: Market St. Improvements
The second location where the HRT intersects with the 
Village’s street network is near the intersection of East 
Market Street and Orlich Road. At this location, a trailhead 
for the HRT should be established with wayfinding signs 
that point trail users west, to the Village. From there, wider 
shoulders should be installed, giving cyclists and pedestrians 
a space on the road to travel outside of the travel lanes. 
Signage denoting the route as State Bike Route 199 should 
also be emphasized along the corridor and in-lane tic marks 
can be striped onto the travel lanes to help reinforce the 
speed reduction. In the Village center the shoulders are 
exchanged for sidewalks. Shared lane markings should be 
striped onto the travel lanes for cyclists. 

Creative Crosswalks in Troy, NY
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VILLAGE CONNECTION STRATEGY MAP
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SIGNED BIKE ROUTES RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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SIGNED BIKE ROUTES
For the Town of Red Hook, several routes pictured in 
the map on the adjacent page have been identified in 
the eastern section of the Town of Red Hook that would 
create a new network of signed bike route trails. The 
eastern section of the Town is generally neglected when 
it comes to trail facilities, but it possesses large spans of 
rural roadways that create ideal conditions for signed bike 
route trails. These specific routes were chosen based on 
site analyses and public input.

It is recommended to make improvements on the 
already signed NYS Bike Route 9. Additional signage, new 
shared lane markings, and well-maintained 5’ minimum 
shoulders will improve conditions for bicyclists on the busy 
thoroughfare.

A unique aspect of the recommended bike routes is the 
Norton-Yantz Loop Route, which utilizes Norton Road, 
Yantz Road, Stone Church Road, and Orlich Road. This 
loop is currently utilized by the local cycling club as a time 
trial route. Creating a signed bicycle route along this loop 
will help increase the visibility of cyclists on the route and 
encourage more recreational use of area for cyclists. 

Another key recommendation to the signed bicycle 

Signage should accompany signed bike routes to emphasize 
the shared roadspace.

Where striped shoulders are not possible, at a minimum, 
shared lane markings or bike lanes should be installed 

Part of Norton-Yantz Loop Route - Norton Road

route network is along Pitcher Lane. This signed bicycle 
route will provide key connections to Greig Farm and the 
recommended Farm Trails. This will ultimately contribute to 
a comprehensive trail network throughout the town.

There is an additional popular loop in the Village of Tivoli   
(Broadway, N. Rd, Sengstack, Ln, & Woods Rd.) used by 
pedestrians, bicyclists, and equestrians. Signage to indicate 
these shared uses on Sengstack Ln. and North Rd. will 
improve safety conditions for users. These connections also 
provide a connection to the HRVG Trail on Woods Rd. and 
Broadway as well as the V2V Trail on Montgomery St.

These bike routes will also provide connection opportunities 
for the proposed HRT project, ultimately making a complete 
north-south-east-west trail connection throughout town.
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RED HOOK TRAIL PLAN 
PROJECT SUMMARY

RED HOOK TRAIL PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS MAP
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PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Farm Roads 
as Trails

Formalization
Abraham’s Park to 

Willowbrook Ln. to Mill 
Rd.

0.7 mi Medium $
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Formalization
Grandmour Dr. to 
Rockefeller Ln. to 

Pitcher Ln.
1.0 mi Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Formalization Rockefeller Ln. to 
Pitcher Ln. (2 routes) 0.8 mi Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Formalization Linden Ave. to Mill Rd. 
(Elementary School) 0.25 mi Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Formalization Rokeby Rd. to 
Birchwood Dr. 0.5 mi Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along trails --- Medium $ Town of Red 
Hook

Branding & Marketing --- --- Medium $ Town of Red 
Hook

PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Hucklebush 
Rail Trail

Rail to Trail Conversion

Southern Town 
Boundary to 

Southwestern Village of 
Red Hook Boundary

1.2 mi Medium $$ Town of Red 
Hook

Rail to Trail Conversion

Southwestern Village of 
Red Hook Boundary to 
Southeastern Village of 
Red Hook Boundary

1.1 mi Medium $$ Village of Red 
Hook

Rail to Trail Conversion
Southeastern Village of 
Red Hook Boundary to 
Eastern Town Boundary

4.0 mi Medium $$$$ Town of Red 
Hook

Rest Areas Scattered along trail --- Long $$
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Community Activity 
Areas Scattered along trail --- Long $$

Village of Red 
Hook & Town of 

Red Hook

Lighting Scattered along trail --- Long $$
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along trail --- Medium $
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Branding & Marketing --- --- Medium $
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY TABLES
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PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

V2V Trail

Painted Mini-Traffic Circle
Intersection of 
Broadway and 

Montgomery St.
--- Short $ Village of Tivoli & 

DCDPW

General Trail 
Development

Broadway to 
Kidd Ln. (along 

Montgomery St.)
0.9 mi Short $$ Village of Tivoli

Bridge Redesign Montgomery St. 
Bridge --- Long $$$ Village of Tivoli

General Trail 
Development

Montgomery St. to 
Access Rd. (along 

Kidd Ln.)
0.2 mi Short $ Town of Red Hook & 

Tivoli Bays WMA

General Trail 
Development

Kidd Ln. to Bard 
College Campus 

(along Access Rd.)
1.3 mi Short $$ Town of Red Hook & 

Tivoli Bays WMA

General Trail 
Development

Annandale Path 
through Bard 0.5 mi Short $$ Bard College

Sidewalk Installation

Annandale 
Rd. Between 

Annandale Path 
and Rte. 9G

0.3 mi Medium $ Bard College

RRFB & High Visibility 
Crosswalk

Intersection of 
Annandale Rd. and 

Rte. 9G
--- Short $

Town of Red 
Hook, DCDPW, & 

NYSDOT

Bicycle Boulevard Traffic 
Calming Elements

Whalesback Rd. & 
Kelly Rd. 1.0 mi Medium $$ Town of Red Hook

Bicycle Boulevard Traffic 
Calming Elements Aspinwall Rd. 1.2 mi Long $$ Town of Red Hook

Linden Ave. Improvements 
(Intersection, sidewalks, 

in-lane tic marks)
Linden Ave. 1.2 mi Medium $$ Town of Red Hook & 

Village of Red Hook

Lighting Scattered along 
trail --- Long $$

Both Villages, Town 
of Red Hook & Bard 

College

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along 
trail --- Medium $$

Both Villages, Town 
of Red Hook, & Bard 

College

Branding & Marketing --- --- Short $
Both Villages, Town 

of Red Hook & Bard 
College
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PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Red Hook 
Blueway

Feasibility Study --- --- Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Trailhead Installation Scattered along 
trail --- Medium - Long $$

Town of Red 
Hook & Village of 

Tivoli

Trail Amenity Installation Scattered along 
trail --- Long $$$ Town of Red 

Hook

Network Expansion
North and 

South along the 
Hudson River

--- Long $$$
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along 
trail --- Medium $

Village of Red 
Hook & Town of 

Red Hook

Branding & Marketing --- --- Long $
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Hook Trail

Connections to Other 
Trails in Town

Throughout 
Town --- Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Future Trail Network 
Development

Throughout 
Town/Planning 

Initiatives
--- Medium - Long $$ Town of Red 

Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along 
trail --- Medium $ Town of Red 

Hook

Branding & Marketing --- --- Long $ Town of Red 
Hook
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PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Montgomery 
Place Shared 

Use Path

Mixed Use Path 
Construction

Montgomery 
Place 2.8 mi Medium $$

Town of 
Red Hook & 
Montgomery 
Place Owners

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along 
trail --- Medium $

Village of Red 
Hook & Town of 

Red Hook

Branding & Marketing --- --- Short $
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Village 
Connection 

Strategy

Bicycle Boulevard Traffic 
Calming Elements Elizabeth St. 0.3 mi Medium $$ Village of Red 

Hook

Sidewalk Installation Elizabeth St. 0.3 mi Medium $ Village of Red 
Hook

Trailhead Installation (for 
Hucklebush Rail Trail)

Intersection of 
E. Market St. & 

Orlich Rd.
--- Medium $

Town of 
Red Hook & 
NYSDOT

Widen Shoulders/In-Lane 
Tic Marks

Orlich Rd. to 
Village of Red 
Hook (along E. 

Market St.)

0.8 mi Medium $$

Village of Red 
Hook, Town of 
Red Hook & 
NYSDOT

Shared Markings in Travel 
Lanes

Along Market St. 
to Linden Ave. 0.2 mi Short $ Village of Red 

Hook

Path Construction

Connect New 
Rec. Park to 

Village of Red 
Hook

0.5 mi Medium $$
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Bridge Installation

On Connector 
between New 
Rec. Park and 
Village of Red 

Hook 

--- Long $$$
Village of Red 

Hook & Town of 
Red Hook

Creative Crosswalk 
Installation

Intersection of 
Market St. & 
Broadway

--- Medium $$ Village of Red 
Hook

Creative Crosswalk 
Installation

Intersection of 
Elizabeth St. & 
Ham Memorial

--- Medium $$ Village of Red 
Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along 
trail --- Medium $

Village of Red 
Hook & Town of 

Red Hook
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PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Hudson 
River Valley 
Greenway 

Improvements

Off-Road Path
Along Hudson 
River / Rail Line 

Corridor
1.0 mi Long $$ Town of Red 

Hook

Wayfinding & Signage Scattered along trail --- Medium $ Town of Red 
Hook 

Branding & Marketing --- --- Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

PROJECT INTERVENTION LOCATION LENGTH TIMEFRAME COST ENTITY

Signed Bike 
Routes

Signage Norton Rd. 1.9 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Yantz Rd. 1.8 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Stone Chruch Rd. 0.5 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Orlich Rd. 0.6 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Crestwood Rd. 0.9 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Feller Newmark Rd. 0.9 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Hapeman Hill Rd. 1.4 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Turkey Hill Rd. /
Spring Lake Rd. 2.0 mi Short $ Town of Red 

Hook

Signage Old Post Rd. N. 0.4 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Starbarrack Rd. 1.5 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage Vosburgh Rd. 0.8 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook

Signage E. Kerleys Corners 
Rd. / Rte. 78 0.5 mi Short $ Town of Red 

Hook

Signage Sengstack Ln. 0.5 mi Short $ Village of Tivoli 

Signage N. Rd. 0.8 mi Short $ Village of Tivoli 

Signage Broadway 0.4 mi Short $ Village of Tivoli 

Signage Pitcher Ln. 1.5 mi Short $ Town of Red 
Hook
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ENFORCEMENT

Motorist Enforcement
Based on crash data analysis and observed patterns of 
behavior, law enforcement can use targeted enforcement 
to focus on key issues such as motorists speeding, passing 
too closely to cyclists, parking in bicycle lanes, failure to yield 
right of way to pedestrians in crosswalks. etc. Community 
issues should be identified, targeted, and enforced 
consistently. The goal is for bicyclists and motorists to 
recognize and respect each other’s rights on the roadway. 
Motorist enforcement should also be emphasized heavily 
on streets that are connected to trail facilities, such as the 
bicycle boulevard network.

Bicyclist Enforcement
Observations made by local trail and bicycle facility users 
can be utilized to identify any conflicts or issues that require 
attention. To maintain proper use of trail facilities, volunteers 
could be used to patrol the trails, particularly on the most 
popular trails and on days of heavy use. The volunteer 
patrol can report any suspicious or unlawful activity, as well 
as answer any questions a trail user may have.

When users of the trail network witness unlawful activities, 
they should have a simple way of reporting the issue 
to police. A hot line should be created, which would 
complement trail patrol programs. People could call in and 
talk to a live operator or to leave a voice mail message 
about the activity they witnessed. Accidents could also be 
reported to this hot line. Accident locations could then 
be mapped to prioritize and support necessary facility 
improvements.

Additionally, unsafe cycling (e.g. riding on the wrong side of 
the street, without lights at night, or children riding without 
helmets) should be addressed by local law enforcement 
through warnings, with an understanding that there may be 
a learning curve for new or inexperienced cyclists. Again, 
the goal is for bicyclists and motorists to recognize and 
respect each other’s rights on the roadway.

Pedestrian Enforcement
Enforcement related to pedestrian activities is just as 
important at the two modes listed above. Local police 
should be made aware of the new pedestrian infrastructure 
and enforce, which ultimately encourages, proper use of 
the new facilities.

PLANNING AND POLICIES
PLAN ADOPTION
It is recommended that Red Hook Planning Board adopts 
a resolution in support of this trails master plan as well 
as amend the Town Comprehensive Plan to include the 
master trails plan.  This will allow for public support of 
the proposed projects and help continue the momentum 
created by the development of the plan. It will also support 
future funding and grant applications.

BECOMING A BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN 
FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

The League of American Bicyclists (LAB) promotes the 
national Bicycle Friendly Communities (BFC) Program. 
Awards are given are twice a year to Bronze, Silver, Gold 
and Platinum level BFC’s (with applications due every March 
and August). The program application includes a detailed 
review of all aspects of a comprehensive bicycling program: 
engineering, education, enforcement and encouragement. 
The application can be used as a set of benchmarks for 
measuring Red Hook’s program against the most successful 
communities in the U.S. This has proven to be a powerful 
tool for communities such as Portland, OR – which 
formed a Mayor’s “GO PLATINUM” committee after it 
was designated as a Gold BFC, with a goal of improving 
all required program areas in order to achieve Platinum 
status within two years. If the Town of Red Hook wants 
to become a great place for bicycling, it should strive to 
implement programs that other BFC communities have 
completed.

Likewise, Walk Friendly Communities (WFC) offers 
the same bronze, silver, gold, and platinum awards to 
communities that show commitments to improving 
walkability and pedestrian safety. Applications are also 
accepted twice a year and are due in June and December. 
Implementing programs that other WFCs have completed, 
such as those of Seattle, Washington (which is the only 
platinum WFC member at the moment) would help the 
Town of Red Hook become a more walkable and livable 
place.
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BICYCLE PARKING 
With the installment of the new trail connections through 
the Town of Red Hook, especially with the proposed 
on-street connections, more trail users will be travelling 
through the Villages. This will give the opportunity for local 
businesses to benefit from the growing trail communities 
and the Villages will be able to capitalize on the economic 
benefit of a connected trail network. It will also encourage 
more residents of the Town and the surrounding areas 
to recognize bicycling, walking, and other forms of active 
transportation as a viable way of travel, encouraging them 
to use the trails to reach destinations within the village. 
However, in order to take advantage of these opportunities, 
proper bicycle parking facilities should be provided. Without 
proper and nearby bicycle parking, bicyclists are less likely 
to patron local businesses. 

The Town of Red Hook has several options for increasing 
bicycle parking within the village and surrounding area. One 
choice that could be made is to adopt a planning policy that 
requires new commercial developments to provide public 
bicycle parking facilities. A bicycle trip generation model 
could be run for each development, and the type and 

Innovative, yet effective, bike rack reflecting the character of 
the urban produce center, Capital Roots, in Troy, NY.

The APBP Essentials 
of Bike Parking design 
guide offers best prac-
tices for rack design,  
rack placement, and 

rack placement. It also 
addresses other types 
of bike parking such as 
bike lockers and bike 

corrals. 

capacity of the facilities would be based on the number of 
trips the facility would generate. 

Another option for increasing bicycle parking within the 
area is to have the Villages create a network of bicycle 
parking facilities. This can include custom bike racks to 
represent the individual village or neighborhoods, which 
can also help create a sense of place, and make a stronger 
connection between the Villages and the trail network. 

Each bicycle parking facility should meet a number of 
standards. The location must be convenient to the end 
destination, i.e. close to the building entrance. If possible, 
bike racks should be covered to protect them from the 
elements.  Bike racks should also support the bikes from 
the frame, rather than from the wheels. This will prevent 
warping or other damage from occurring on the wheels.  

The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals’ 
Essentials of Bike Parking design guide, in conjunction with 
the Bicycle Parking Guidance included in Appendix C of 
Walk Bike Dutchess, should be used for further bicycle 
parking design standards and best practices.
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PROGRAMS AND  
OUTREACH
CELEBRATIONS 
Where possible, every step forward on a project should be 
celebrated publicly. National Trails Day, Walk/Bike to School 
Day, and other events are opportunities to keep the trails 
initiative visible and motivate support from the public.

FRIENDS OF RED HOOK TRAILS
Establish, either as a project of an existing non-profit or 
as a new organization, a ‘friends’ organization to develop 
partnerships, visibility, and resources for implementation of 
trail projects and programs. This organization can facilitate 
communications among the growing local trail organizations 
in Dutchess County and the Greater Hudson Valley region.

BIKING AND WALKING TOURS
In order to promote the trail network and increase 
community support around the projects, biking and walking 
tours of the trail facilities should be established. It will help 
showcase the natural beauty around the trail, illustrate the 
connectivity of the network, and promote trail tourism for 
the area. The tours can promote the history of the area and 
bring attendees to key gathering points in Town, like the 
various farmer’s markets or parks.

Creating Walking or Biking Maps of the town or region can 
greatly increase the visibility of the trail projects. They can be 

handed out at public events or posted in highly trafficked 
public spaces. 

WALKING/BIKING  SCHOOL BUSES
With the recommended trails creating links to many 
of the schools in town, their completion could open up 
opportunities to establish “Walking School Buses” or 
“Biking School Buses.”  These concepts encourage students 
to travel to school by bike or walking in established groups 
which are led by a school employee, parent, or community 
volunteer. Like a bus, the group would pick up the students 
at their home or at designated street corners and bring 
them to the schools. With trails and paths being separated 
from the motor vehicle traffic, parents and students may 
be more open to participating in a walking or biking school 
bus. These trail-based active transportation buses can also 
help promote the trail network and encourage community 
use.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS
Social media resources, such as Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, etc., are great tools for reaching out to the public 
and spreading the word about different trail events and 
activities, especially to younger generations. Social media 
accounts should be established and maintained. This task 
can be taken on by a trail partner, such as the “Friends 
of Red Hook Trails” group mentioned before. Social media 
sites are also great ways to host competitions or activities 
that can boost trail enthusiasm, such as trail based photo 
scavenger hunts that encourage groups or individuals to 
travel on the trails to complete specific tasks, such as “Take 
a goofy group picture at the HRT trailhead and post it to 
our Facebook page.” The best pictures can then be rounded 
up and posted on the official trail web page or printed on 
promotional materials. 

Links to the various social media pages should posted on 
the village website, promotional trail materials, and trail 
wayfinding signs.
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Including side-paths or other trail facilities as a part of capital 
projects can help increase the connectivity of the trail net-

work, while providing funding from the larger project. 

LONGEVITY AND 
FUNDING 
INTEGRATION INTO CAPITAL PROJECTS
Where possible, elements of the trails network can be 
implemented through inclusion in ongoing capital projects. 
This process can involve planning board site plan reviews, 
traffic/environmental impact mitigation, inclusion in public 
works projects, and collaboration with developers and 
state agencies to build sections, provide trailheads, or 
secure alignments for future improvements.

“ADOPT A TRAIL” PROGRAM
In order to ensure long term support, each trail project can 
be ‘adopted’ by local community partners. The adoption 
process can include working to secure funding and 
resources for each section, and eventually to serve as a 
community building effort for long term trail maintenance 
and operations.

NEW TRAILS PARTNERS
Traditionally, trails have been built by volunteer trail 
organizations and public land managers. The Town of 
Red Hook has the opportunity to engage new partners 
including the regional arts community, scouting programs, 
community service organizations, and others to expand the 
region’s trail networks.

TRAILS ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Continue the trails advisory council including elected 
officials, state agencies and staff to support ongoing trail 
projects and initiatives in Red Hook. This council can serve 
as a conduit for information, collaboration and funding 
opportunities.

FUNDING SOURCE OPTIONS 
There are a wide range of public, private, and nonprofit 
resources available for trails in Red Hook. For most 
federally-funded transportation projects, 20% of the cost 
is required in local matching funds. A local trails fund can 
be established through a combination of grants, private 
donations, development impact fees, the sale of bonds, and 
municipal budget processes. An important grant source 
is the annual NY State Consolidated Funding Application 
(CFA). 

Walk Bike Dutchess includes a number of potential funding 
options through local funding sources, private funds, non-
profit organizations, county programs, state/regional funds,  
and federal funding sources. A few examples are44:

• General/Discretionary Funds

• Hudson River Valley Greenway

• Bikes Belong Foundation

• Parks & Trails New York

• Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)

• NYSDEC

• NYSDOT’s Multi-Modal Program

• NYS Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic 
Preservation (OPRHP)

• Surface Transportation Block Grant Program (STBGP)

• Federal Transportation Funding

44 PDCTC. 2014. Walk Bike Dutchess.


